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Abstract 

Among the fast growing usage of new technologies, Smart Cardtechnology has an 

outstanding growth. Smart card technology is expected to be used in many applications, 

especially as a university application for its personal security features such as access 

control, ability to perform multiple functions and also the capability to upgrade. This 

study explores the possibility of developing smart card as auniversity application and 

investigates whether it will help to reduce the university businessadministration 

procedures as well as increase their service efficiency. This involved investigating the 

response of TarbiatModares University (TMU, Iran) students toward the intention to 

embrace the technology of a university smart card.  

Results show that Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users pre-

adoption construct is the key element that playsthe most influentialfactor in motivating 

students for adoption.This suggests thatto ensure adoption, it is important to guarantee 

that the university smart card is offering something superior to its progenitor such as 

magnetic stripe cards.Moreover the findings show that Image and Triabilityhave no 

significant impact on Intention to Adopt Smart Card among TMU students. This indicates 

that; Iranian culture which was somehow represented by Image and Triability which is an 

index for the users’ familiarity or their previous experiences with the similar technology 

has got nothing to do with the students Intention to Adopt Smart card. 

Another implication of this study is that TMU students would most probably be 

willing to accept the adoption of a university smart cardgiven that the results show TMU 

students’ response of 97% (probability=294/303) acceptance toward the need for 

universitysmart card and 3.58 mean score (1 to 5 scale) according to research model. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In this beginning chapter, the reader will be provided with a brief introduction to 

this thesis and an insight to the research area. This begins by discussing the background 

of Smart Card Technology and its fast growing applications, and moves towards the 

focus on research problem and questions. 
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1.1 Background and Motivation 

Right now, inside your wallet, you probably have a couple of credit cards, an ID 

card, an ATM card, and maybe a few other plastic cards. Without realizing it, these 

plastic cards have become a very important part of your life. Consider a few scenarios 

where one uses plastic cards these days: 

• To identify ourselves 

• To obtain cash from the banks 

• As credit cards 

• Conventional telephony 

• Access control 

• Loyalty programs 

• Heath Care 

Most of these plastic cards are usually magnetic stripe cards. Despite their 

tremendous popularity, magnetic stripe cards suffer from one crucial weakness: data 

stored on them can be easily read and modified by someone with access to the right kind 

of equipment. As a result, confidential information such as a personal identification 

number (PIN) or a password cannot be stored on them and a transaction host (POS 

device/ATM) will have to go online to verify the PIN, and this in most European and 

Asian countries is time consuming and costly. The development of smart cards, along 

with rapid advances in cryptography, has resulted in a solution to the above-mentioned 

problem(Hendry 2001; Finkenzeller 2003).  

A smart card is a plastic card with an embedded microprocessor chip (usually 

small gold-colored metal module), capable of storing a significant amount of data and 

performing basic computing operations. Most smart cards resemble the size of a standard 

credit card.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 
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Eurosmart, one of the industry’s leading smart card associations, has established 

its latest outlook on the performance of the smart card market, with news that 2007 

smashed the association’s own card shipment forecasts by finishing the year at 4.285 

billion units. This is an impressive growth rate of 19.7% on 2006 shipments, which were 

recorded as 3.58 billion (see Table 1). Looking forward, the association predicts that 

2008 could see a further rise of almost 11%, taking total shipments of both memory and 

microprocessor cards to 4.755 billion (see Table 2). 

Table 1 - Worldwide Smart Card Shipments Estimate by Sector 2007 

Cards (millions of units)  

   Memory 
% 
Change   Microprocessor  

% 
Change  

Telecom   440  ‐8  2600  27 
Financial Services, Retail, Loyalty  30  ‐  500  22 
Government/healthcare   300  20  105  17 
Transport   160  14  15  ‐25 
Pay TV   0  ‐  70  8 
Corporate Security   20  33  20  33 
Others   10  ‐  15  ‐ 
              
Total   960  4%  3325  25% 
Source: Eurosmart 

Source: Card Technology Today-November/December -Pages3,4(2007) 

Table 2 - 2008 Worldwide Shipment Forecast 

Cards (millions of units)  

   Memory 
% 
Change   Microprocessor  

% 
Change  

Telecom   380  ‐14  3000  15 
Financial Services, Retail, Loyalty   30  ‐  580  16 
Government/healthcare   250  ‐17  150  43 
Transport   190  19  30  100 
Pay TV   ‐  ‐  80  14 
Corporate Security   20  ‐  20  ‐ 
Others   10  ‐  15  ‐ 
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Total   880  ‐8%  3875  17% 

Source: Eurosmart 

Source: Card Technology Today-November/December -Pages3,4(2007) 

If the current trends are anything to go by, the smart-card market is set for 

exponential growth in the next few years.The future of smart cards depends mainly on the 

introduction of multi-application cards and overcoming the simplistic mindset that smart 

cards are just a method of making a payment(Hayat, Rössler et al. 2006). 

The applications of smart cards include their use as credit or ATM cards, in a fuel 

card, SIMs for mobile phones, authorization cards for pay television, high-security 

identification and access-control cards, and public transport and public phone payment 

cards.(Haneberg, Grandy et al. 2007) 

Smart cards may also be used as electronic wallets. The smart card chip can be 

loaded with funds which can be spent in parking meters and vending machines or at 

various merchants. Cryptographic protocols protect the exchange of money between the 

smart card and the accepting machine. Examples are Proton, GeldKarte, Moneo and 

Quick(Haddad 2005; Solution, Benefits et al. 2006). 

A quickly growing application is in digital identification cards. In this application, 

the cards are used for authentication of identity. The most common example is in 

conjunction with a PKI. The smart card will store an encrypted digital certificate issued 

from the PKI along with any other relevant or needed information about the card holder. 

Examples include the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Common Access Card (CAC), 

and the use of various smart cards by many governments as identification cards for their 

citizens. When combined with biometrics, smart cards can provide two- or three-factor 

authentication. Smart cards are a privacy-enhancing technology, for the subject carries 

possibly incriminating information about him all the time. By employing contactless 

smart cards, that can be read without having to remove the card from the wallet or even 
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the garment it is in, one can add even more authentication value to the human carrier of 

the cards.(Finkenzeller 2003; Rankl and Effing 2003; Kumar 2004) 

By using the smart cards banks have been able to replace their current cards 

(ATM, debit, credit account, travel and entertainment cards) with one card. Beside that 

smart cards are also being used in quite a few countries as electronic purses. On the other 

hand, many retailers have started using smart cards as loyalty cards.(Alliance 2004; 

Haddad 2005) 

Nowadays the main trend is the use of multiple application cards. A multiple 

application card is a smart card that can support different types of applications on the 

card itself thereby reducing the number of cards in the wallet. The big scale use for this 

card is a national e-ID for the citizens(Dhar 2003; Al-Alawi and Al-Amer 2006). But 

what we’re focusing on in this proposal is the educational use or a multi-purpose 

university card. But before applying any technology innovation, the people’s intention to 

adopt or acceptance would be the most important thing, in order to be successful. 

1.2 Problem Definition 

College and university environments offer one of the best opportunities for the 

adoption of smart card technology. A substantial amount of smart card development has 

already taken place at universities for several years. In the USA, a number of universities 

now issue multipurpose ‘campus’ cards where students have their library ticket, car-

parking details and electronic purse on one card. Washington University, for example, 

issues a smart card that serves as an ID card for access to campus facilities and use as a 

stored value card for vending machines, laundry and other small-value applications. The 

trend is towards greater safety and efficiency. These issues mainly concern data transfer 

operations and administration such as improve registration process, reducing card-issuing 

cost, creating greater speed and convenience, accurate recording of student attendance 

and progress. Smart cards can be designed for universities to serve as staff or student 
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identification that contains a photograph of the cardholder as well as his/her name, 

signature, date of birth and personal number.(Liu, Yang et al. 2007) 

The smart card also enables staff or students to have access to campus facilities 

and buildings that they are authorized to enter during and after normal opening hours, 

thereby allowing better security and access control. Additional functions may include 

personalizing the student’s administrative data and managing all student services on 

campus such as storing student records, grades, fees, sport and recreational clubs. 

Likewise, the smart card can be used by staff or students when borrowing books from the 

university, either centrally or at one of its faculty branches.(Halawani and Mohandes 

2003) 

The smart card can be a form of electronic purse. Staff or students must first load 

cash to the card. Once the card is loaded, it can be used to purchase goods and services at 

vending machines, photocopying materials, student parking, Internet access, public 

telephone and public transportation with smart card interfaces. If available, an on-campus 

bank may choose to establish a business alliance with the university to offer telebanking 

transactions that provide more flexibility for staff and students to make payments on and 

off campus. In addition, students may use their university smart card to pay their 

university fees.(Mester 2006; Lahtinen, Asokan et al. 2007; Liu, Yang et al. 2007) 

The advantage of this card is that it combines a number of functions that provide 

access to a range of optional services on campus for which students previously were 

required to use separate cards for such provision, like cash, photocopy card, after office 

hours access card and student ID. Hence, multiple function smart cards are being 

developed due to an improvement of the technology. Smart card technology is expected 

to be used in many applications, especially as a university application for its personal 

security features such as access control, computer logon, campus facilities, secure email 

sending and retrieving services. In other words, the growth of such technology lies in the 

smart card’s portability and security characteristics. Thus, smart card emerges as a good 
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application solution for many types of applications.(Rankl and Effing 2003; Guthery and 

Cronin 2004) 

As a proposal we’re suggesting to use Smart Card as a University Card for 

students in TarbiatModares University. The card would have these applications on itself: 

• Student ID 

• Library Card 

• Electronic Purse 

• Access control 

• Storing student records, grades, fees, sport and recreational clubs 

• Computer logon 

• Secure email sending and retrieving services 

• Campus facilities 

But first of all, before implementing the smart card in university campus as a 

University Smart Card, we have to investigate the intention to adopt smart card in 

University. Also we have to determine what characteristics and applications a smart card 

technology has to offer to Iranian university students. So our main research questions 

are: 

What is the Intention to Adopt Smart Card in Iranian Universities? 

What characteristics and applications should this University Smart Card oppose 

to Iranian Students? 

In this regard two other questions rises, which are: 

1. What is the model for determining Intention to Adopt Smart Card in 

Universities in Iran like? 

2. How the chosen model is applied in the Iranian University environment? 
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1.3 Research Objective 

The research objectives of this proposal would be as follows. 

• To assess the adoption response of smart card technology at Iranian 

universities. 

• To determine what a smart card technology has to offer to Iranian 

university students. 

1.4 Thesis Chapter Structure 

This study is divided into 5 chapters. By now the content of the first chapter 

hasbeen presented. Accordingly, the content of the following chapters will be 

brieflydiscussed below. 
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Figure 1 - Outline of the Study 
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

In this chapter the theories and literature related to the research area will be 

reviewed. In the first part we will go through the literature regarding Smart Card 

technology and the second part is about reviewing the most common used theory related 

to Adoption and Intention to Adopt.  
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2.1Smart card technology 

Smart card is the youngest and cleverest member of the family of identification 

cards. It is defined as a device, which includes an embedded integrated circuit that can be 

either a secure microcontroller or equivalent intelligence with internal memory or a 

memory chip alone. The card interacts with a reader through direct physical contact or 

with a remote contactless radio frequency interface. With an embedded microcontroller, 

smart cards have the unique ability to store large amounts of data, carry out their own on-

card functions (e.g., encryption and mutual authentication) and interact intelligently with 

a smart card reader. Smart card technology conforms to international standards such as 

ISO/IEC 7816 and ISO/IEC 14443. The technology is available in a variety of form 

factors, including plastic cards, key fobs, watches, subscriber identification modules used 

in GSM mobile phones, and USB-based tokens. 

2.1.1 Smart card history 

To start with the history of cards at the first place, the proliferation of plastic cards 

started in the USA in the early 1950s, where the low price of thesynthetic material PVC 

made it possible to produce robust, durable plastic cards that weremuch more suitable for 

everyday use than the paper and cardboard cards previously used,which could not 

adequately withstand mechanical stresses and climatic effects. Examples are Diners Club 

in 1950 and the early generation of Visa and MasterCard.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 

At the next step to overcome the increasing losses due to fraud grew and 

organized criminals, the first improvement consisted of a magnetic stripe on the back of 

the card, which alloweddigital data to be stored on the card in machine-readable form as a 

supplement to the visualinformation.This made it possible to minimize the use of paper 

receipts, which were previouslyessential, although the customer’s signature on a paper 

receipt was still required in traditionalcredit card applications as a form of personal 

identification. But to some to extent it made it possible to finally achieve thelong-

standing objective of replacing paper-based transactions by electronic data 
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processing.This required a different method to be used for user identificationand the 

method that has come into widespread general use involves a secretpersonal 

identification number (PIN) that is compared with a reference number.Embossed cards 

with magnetic stripes are still the most commonly used types of cards forfinancial 

transactions.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 

However, magnetic-stripe technology has a critical weakness, which is that the 

data storedon the stripe can be read, deleted and rewritten at will by anyone with access 

to some simple necessary equipment, thus unsuitable for storing confidential data. To 

ensure confidentiality of the data and prevent manipulation of the data, for example,the 

reference value for the PIN could be stored in the terminal or host system in a secure 

environment,instead of on the magnetic stripe.Thus most systems that employ magnetic-

stripe cardsuse online connections to the system’s host computer for reasons of security, 

even thoughthis generates significant costs for the necessary data transmissions. In order 

to reduce costs,it is essential to find solutions that allow card transactions to be executed 

offline withoutendangering the security of the system.(Hendry 2001; Shelfer and 

Procaccino 2002; Rankl and Effing 2003; Paret 2005) 

The development of the smart card, united with the expansion of electronic 

dataprocessingsystems, has created completely new possibilities for devising such 

solutions. Vast progress in microelectronics in the 1970s made it possible to integrate 

data storageand processing logic on a single silicon chip measuring a few square 

millimeters.(Shelfer and Procaccino 2002) 

Smart cards were invented and patented in the 1970s. There are some disputes 

regarding the actual "inventor". In 1968, German inventor JurgenDethloff, along with 

Helmet Grotrupp, filed a patent for incorporating an integrated circuit into an 

identification card. In 1970, Japanese inventor KunitakeArimura applied for a similar 

patent. Smart cards were introduced in Japan in the same year. However, the first real 

progress in the development of smart cards came when, Roland Moreno registered his 

smart-card (or we should say the memory card) patent in France in 1974. In 1977, Michel 
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Ugon from Honeywell Bull invented the first microprocessor smart card. In 1978, Bull 

patented the SPOM (Self Programmable One-chip Microcomputer) that defines the 

necessary architecture to auto-program the chip. Three years later, the very first "CP8" 

based on this patent was produced on by Motorola. Today, Bull has 1200 patents related 

to smart cards. The term, 'Smart Card', was notcoined, however, until 1980s, when France 

initiated amajor campaign to export the technology.(Husemann 1999; Hendry 2001; 

Rankl and Effing 2003) 

The great progress was achieved in 1984, when the French PTT (postal and 

telecommunicationsservices agency) successfully carried out a field trial with telephone 

cards. Inthis campaign, smart cards immediately proved to meet all expectations with 

regard to highreliability and protection against manipulation. Knowing that, this 

breakthrough for smart cardsdid not come in an area where traditional cards were already 

used, but in a new application.Introducing a new technology in a new application has the 

superior advantage that compatibilitywith existing systems does not have to be taken into 

account, so the capabilities of the newtechnology can be fully exploited.(Rankl and 

Effing 2003) 

A pilot project was carried out in Germany in 1984–85, using telephone cards 

based onseveral technologies. Magnetic-stripe cards, optical-storage (holographic) cards 

and smartcards were used in comparative tests, where Smart cards proved to be the 

winners in this pilotstudy. In this pilot study smartcard technology promised the greatest 

degree of flexibility for future applications, in addition to a high degree of reliability and 

security against manipulation.Telephone cardsincorporating chips are currently used in 

more than 50 countries all over the world.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 

The integrated circuits used in telephone cards, which is an EPROM or EEPROM, 

are relatively small, simple and inexpensivememory chips with specific security logic 

that allows the card balance to be reduced whileprotecting it against manipulation. 

Microprocessor chips, which are significantly larger andmore complex, were first used in 

large numbers in telecommunications applications, particularly for mobile 
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telecommunications. In 1988, the German Post Office acted as theinitiator in thisarea by 

introducing a modern microprocessor card using EEPROMtechnology as an 

authorizationcard for the analog mobile telephone network (C-Netz). The main reason for 

introducing suchcards was an increasing incidence of fraud with the magnetic-stripe 

cards used up to that time.However, the positive experience gained from using smart 

cards in the analog mobiletelephone systemwas certain for the introduction of smart cards 

into the digitalGSMnetwork.This network was put into service in 1991 in various 

European countries and has presentlyexpanded all over the world, with over 600 million 

subscribers in more than 170 countries.(Hendry 2001; Rankl and Effing 2003) 

Later on the Smart-card-based electronic purse systems were tried throughout 

Europe from the mid-1990s, most notably in Germany (Geldkarte), Austria (Quick), 

Belgium (Proton), the Netherlands (Chipknip and Chipper), Switzerland ("Cash"), 

Sweden ("Cash"), UK ("Mondex") and Denmark ("Danmønt"). In this system the value is 

stored on the card chip, not in an externally recorded account, so that machines accepting 

the card need no network connectivity. The introduction of the smart-card-based SIM 

used in GSM mobile phone equipment in Europe was the main revolution in smart card 

use. (Rankl and Effing 2003) 

2.1.2 Application Areas 

With the steadily increasing storage and processing capacities of 

availableintegrated circuits, the range of potential applications for smart card is 

constantly being expanded.To make this overvieweasier to follow, it is helpful to divide 

smart cards into three categories regarding their joint combination of Electronic 

Architecture and Applications. 

2.1.2.1 Memory cards 

As it was mentioned before the first smart cards used in large quantities were 

memory cards for telephone applications.Telephone cards are prepaid, with the value 

stored electronically in the chip being decreased by theamount of the call charge each 
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time the card is used. Normally, it is necessary to preventthe user from subsequently 

increasing the stored value, which could easily be done with amagnetic-stripe card. With 

such a card, all the user would have to do is to; record the data storedat the time of 

purchase and rewrite it to the magnetic stripe after using the card, thus the cardwould 

then have its original value and could be reused. This kind of manipulation, knownas 

‘buffering’, is prevented in smart phone cards by security logic in the chip that makes 

itimpossible to erase a memory cell once it has been written. Thus the reduction of the 

card balanceby the number of charge units used is irreversible.This type of smart card can 

spontaneously be used not only for telephone calls, but also whenevergoods or services 

are to be sold against prior payment without the use of cash. Examplesinclude local 

public transport, vending machines of all types, cafeterias,swimming pools, car parks and 

so on. The advantage of this type of card lies in its simpletechnology (the surface area of 

the chip is typically only a few square millimeters), and therefore its low cost, whilethe 

disadvantage is that the card cannot be reused once it is empty, but must bediscarded as 

waste – unless it ends up in a card collection. The German health insurance card is 

another typical application of memory cards, whichhas been issued since 1994 to all 

persons enrolled in the national health insurance plan. Theinformation previously written 

on the patient’s card is now stored in the chip and printed orlaser-engraved on the card. 

Using a chip for data storage makes the cards readable by machine using simple 

equipment.In summary, memory-type smart cards have limited functionality, but their 

integrated securitylogic makes it possible to protect stored data against manipulation. 

They are suitable for useas prepaid cards or identification cards, in systems where low 

cost is the main consideration.(Mayes; Rankl and Effing 2003; Mayes and Markantonakis 

2006) 

2.1.2.2 Microprocessor cards 

Microprocessor cards ability to securely store private keys and execute modern 

cryptographic algorithms madeit possible to implement highly secure offline payment 

systems.Since the microprocessor built into the card is freely programmable, the 

functionality ofmicroprocessor cards is limited only by the available storage space and 
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the capacity ofthe processor. The only limits to the designer’s imagination when 

implementing smart cardsystems are thus technological, and they are extended 

considerably with each new generationof integrated circuits.(Aubert and Hamel 2001; 

Shelfer and Procaccino 2002; Dhar 2003; Hayat, Rössler et al. 2006) 

Following a severe reduction in the cost of smart cards in the early 1990s due to 

massproduction, new applications have been introduced year after year. The use of smart 

cardswith mobile telephones has been especially important for their international 

growth.After being successfully tested in the German national C-Netz (analog mobile 

telephone network), smart cards were prescribed as the access medium forthe European 

digital mobile telephone system (GSM). This was because smart cardsallowed a high 

degree of security to be achieved for accessing the mobile telephone network.Since they 

made it possible for network operators and service providersto sell telephones and 

services separately, they provided new possibilities and thus major advantages in 

marketing mobile telephones. It is evident that without the smart card, mobile telephones 

wouldcertainly not have spread so quickly across Europe or developed into a worldwide 

industrystandard.(Shelfer and Procaccino 2002; Hui Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. 2003; 

Rankl and Effing 2003; Shen, Lin et al. 2003) 

Possible application areas for microprocessor cards include identification, access 

control systemsfor restricted areas and computers, secure data storage, electronic 

signatures and electronicpurses, as well as multifunctional cards incorporating several 

applications in a singlecard. Modern smart-card operating systems also allow new 

applications to be loaded intoa card after it has already been issued to the user, without 

trading off the security ofthe various applications. This new flexibility opens up 

completely new application areas for smart cards.For example, personal security modules 

are essential if Internet commerce and paymentsare to be made trustworthy. Such security 

modules could store personal keysand execute high-performance cryptographic 

algorithms. These tasks can also be performed inan elegant manner by a microprocessor 

with a cryptographic coprocessor. Specificationsfor secure Internet applications using 

smart cards are recently being developed throughoutthe world. It wouldn’t be unrealistic 
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to say; within a few years, we can expect to see every PC equipped with a smart-

cardinterface.(Hendry 2001; Keeling 2002; Rankl and Effing 2003; Hayat, Rössler et al. 

2006) 

 

Figure 2- Typical smart card application areas, showing the required storage capacity and arithmetic 

processing capacity 

Source: (Wolfgang Rankl 2004) 

In benchmarking, the essential advantages of microprocessor cards are large 

storage capacity, the ability to securely store confidential data and the ability to execute 

cryptographic algorithms. The potential of smart cards is by no means yet exhausted, and 

furthermore, it is constantly being extended by progress in semiconductor technology. 
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2.1.2.3 Contactless cards 

Contactless cards, in which energy and data are transferred without any electrical 

contactbetween the card and the terminal, have gained the status of commercial products 

in the lastfew years. Both memory cards and microprocessor cards are available as 

contactlesscards. Contactless microprocessor cards can usually work at a distance of only 

a few centimeters from the terminal while contactless memory cards can be used up to a 

meter away fromthe terminal. This means that such contactless cards do not necessarily 

have to be held in the user’s handduring use, but can remain in the user’s purse or wallet. 

Therefore they are particularly suitable for applications in which persons or objectsshould 

be quickly identified. Examples are: 

• Access control 

• Local public transportation 

• Ski passes 

• Airline tickets 

• Baggage identification  

(Finkenzeller 2003) 

However, there are also applications where operation over a long distance could 

cause problemsand should be prevented. A typical example is an electronic purse where, 

a declaration of intenton the part of the cardholder is normally required to complete a 

financial transaction. Thisdeclaration confirms the amount of the payment and the 

cardholder’s agreement to pay. With a smart card, this declaration takes the form of 

inserting the card in the terminal and confirming theindicated amount using the keypad. 

So, if contactless payments over relatively long distances werepossible, a ‘con artist’ 

could remove money from the electronic purse without the knowledge ofthe cardholder. 

Dual-interface cards (also known as ‘combicards’) offer a possible solutionto this 

problem. These cards get together contact and contactless interfaces in a single card. 

According to what is desired,sucha card can communicate with the terminal via either its 
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contact interface or its contactless interface.There is great attraction in contactless cards 

in the field of local public transportation. Ifthe smart cards presently used in payment 

systems, which are generally contact-type cards,can have their functionality extended to 

include acting as electronic tickets with contactlessinterfaces, then transportation 

operators could use the existing infrastructure and cards of the creditcard 

industry.(Finkenzeller 2003; Halope 2005; Paret 2005) 

2.1.3 Smart card architecture and classification 

Smart cards can be classified on the basis of various parameters. Figure 2 shows 

the smart card classification on the basis of chip type and data transmission 

method.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 

 

Figure 3 - Classification chart for cards containing chips according to the type of chip used and the 

method used for data transmission. 

Source: (Rankl and Effing 2003) 
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2.1.3.1 Memory cards 

Figure 3 and 4 show architectural block diagrams of memory cards. 

 

Figure 4 - Typical architecture of a contact-type memory card with security logic.The figure shows 
only basic energy and data flows and is not a detailed schematic diagram. 

Source: (Rankl and Effing 2003) 

 

Figure 5 - Typical architecture of a memory card with security logic and a contactless interface. The 
figure shows only basic energy and data flows and is not a detailed schematic diagram. 

Source: (Rankl and Effing 2003) 
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The data needed by the application are stored in the memory chip, which is 

usually EEPROM.Access to the memory is controlled by the security logic, which in the 

basic case consists onlyof write protection or erase protection for the memory or certain 

memory regions. There are also memory chips with more complex security logic that can 

also perform simpleencryption. Data are transferred to and from the card through the I/O 

port. Part 3 of the ISO 7816standard describes a special synchronous transfer protocol 

that allows the chip implementationto be particularly simple and inexpensive.(Hendry 

2001; Rankl and Effing 2003) 

The functionality of memory cards is usually optimized for a specific application. 

Althoughthis strongly restricts the flexibility of the cards, it makes them quite 

inexpensive.Memory cards are mostly used for prepaid telephone cards and health 

insurance cards.(Hendry 2001; Dhar 2003) 

2.1.3.2 Microprocessor cards 

The essential part of the chip in a microprocessor card, as the name suggests, is a 

processor, which isusually surrounded by four additional functional blocks: mask ROM, 

EEPROM, RAM and anI/O port. Figure 5 shows the architecture of a typical device of 

this type. 

 

Figure 6 - Typical architecture of a contact-type microprocessor card with a coprocessor. The figure 
shows only basic energy and data flows and is not a detailed schematic diagram. 
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Source: (Wolfgang Rankl 2004) 

The chip’s operating system is written on the mask ROM, which is ‘burned in’ 

when the chip ismanufactured. The content of the ROM is therefore identical for all the 

chips of a production run,and it cannot be changed during the chip’s lifetime. The 

EEPROM is the chip’s non-volatile memory, where Data and program code can be 

written to and read from it under thecontrol of the operating system. The RAM is the 

processor’s working memory. This memoryis changeable; so all the data stored in it are 

lost when the chip’s power is switched off. Theserial I/O interface basically consists only 

of a single register, via which data are transferred bitby bit.(Hendry 2001; Rankl and 

Effing 2003) 

Microprocessor cards are the most flexible smart cards in use. In the simplest 

case, they contain a programoptimized for a single application, so they can only be used 

for that particular application.However, modern smart card operating systems allow 

several different applications to be combined into a single card. In this case, the ROM 

contains only the primary components ofthe operating system; with the application-

specific part of the operating system being loadedinto the EEPROM only after the card 

has been manufactured. Current developments evenallow application programs to be 

loaded into a card after it has already been personalizedand issued to the cardholder. 

Special hardware and software measures are used to preventthe security conditions of 

each individual application from being violated by this capability.Special microprocessor 

chips with high processing capacities and large memory capacities,which are specialized 

for such use, are now available.(Hendry 2001; Dhar 2003; Rankl and Effing 2003) 

2.1.3.3 Contactless smart cards 

Electrical connections with contact-type smart cards are made via the eight 

contacts explained in the ISO 7816 Part 1 standard. The reliability of contact-type smart 

cards has been improved over the past years as the result of experience accumulated in 

manufacturing suchcards. For instance, the failure rate of telephone cards within their 

one-year service life is currently significantly less than one in a thousand. However, 
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contacts are one of themost frequent sources of failure in electromechanical systems. 

Distractions can be caused byfactors such as contamination and contact wear. Vibrations 

in mobile equipment can causebrief intermittent contacts. Since the contacts on the 

surface of the card are directly connectedto the inputs of the integrated circuit chip 

embedded in card, there is a risk that the chip maybe damaged or wrecked by electrostatic 

discharge, where Static charges of several thousand voltsare by no means 

rare.(Finkenzeller 2003; Paret 2005) 

These technical problems are perfectly avoided by contactless smart cards. In 

addition to these technical advantages, contactless-card technology offers card issuers 

and cardholders a rangeof new and attractive potential applications. For example, 

contactless cards do not necessarilyhave to be inserted into a card reader, since there are 

systems available that work at a range ofup to one meter. This is a superb advantage in 

access-control systems where a door or turnstilehas to be opened, since the access 

authorization of a person can be checked without requiringthe card to be removed from a 

purse or pocket and inserted into a reader. The main applicationarea for this technology is 

local public transport, which requires a large number of people tobe identified in the 

shortest possible time.(Hendry 2001; Finkenzeller 2003; Paret 2005) 

Yet, contactless technology is also advantageous in systems that do require 

deliberateinsertion of the card into a reader, since it does not matter how the card is 

inserted in the reader.This specialty contrasts with magnetic cards or cards with contacts, 

which work only with a specific cardorientation. Freedom from orientation limitations 

simplifies use and thus increases customeracceptance.A further interesting variation on 

using contactless cards involves a ‘surface terminal’,where the card is not inserted into a 

slot, but simply placed on a marked location on thesurface of the card reader. In addition 

to simplicity of use, this solution is attractive becauseit considerably reduces the risk of 

vandalism (for instance, forcing chewing gum or superglueinto the card slot).(Hendry 

2001; Finkenzeller 2003; Paret 2005) 
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Figure 7 - Typical architecture of a microprocessor card with a coprocessor and a contactless 
interface.The figure shows only basic energy and data flows and is not a detailed schematic diagram. 

Source: (Rankl and Effing 2003) 

For card marketing, contactless technology offers the advantage that no technical 

componentsare visible on the card surface, thus visual design is not constrained by 

magnetic stripesor contacts. Nevertheless, this advantage comes at the price of more 

complex terminals withcorrespondingly higher prices. Another disadvantage is that 

several different systems for contactlesssmart cards have been standardized and marketed 

and therefore, further increasing the complexityof terminals must be compatible with all 

standardized cards.(Finkenzeller 2003; Rankl and Effing 2003) 

Manufacturing technology for the mass production of contactless cards has grown 

to thepoint that high-quality products are available at prices that do not significantly 

differ fromthose of comparable contact-type cards. Up to now, contactless cards have 

beenpredominantly used in local public transportation systems, in which they serve as 

electronic tickets inmodern electronic-fare systems. Most of the systems, which are now 
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in use, employ single-functioncards containing inexpensive chips with hard-wired 

security logic. Though, there is a growingdemand for incorporating value-added services 

in electronic tickets. Multifunction or multipurpose cards withintegrated microprocessors 

are thus being used increasingly often, with the payment functionmost commonly being 

implemented using the conventional contact-based technique in orderto utilize existing 

infrastructures, such as electronic purse systems. These new multifunctioncards have both 

contact and contactless coupling elements and are called ‘combicards’ or ‘dual-interface 

cards’.(Finkenzeller 2003; Hui Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. 2003; Rankl and Effing 2003) 

2.1.4Physical and Electrical Properties 

The card body of a smart card inherits its fundamental properties from its 

antecedent, thefamiliar embossed card, which still dominates the market in the credit card 

sector. Technicallyspeaking, such cards are simple plastic structures that are personalized 

by being embossed witha variety of user features, such as the name of the cardholder. 

Later versions ofthese cards were provided with a magnetic stripe to enable simple 

machine processing routine. Whenthe idea of implanting a chip in the card first arose, this 

existing type of card was used as the foundation and a microcontroller was embedded in 

the body of the card. Many standards relatingto the card’s physical properties are 

therefore not specific to smart cards, but apply equally well tomagnetic-stripe and 

embossed cards.(Chaney 1998; Rankl and Effing 2003) 

The ISO/IEC 7816and ISO/IEC 7810 series of standards define: 

• The physical shape  

• The positions and shapes of the electrical connectors  

• The electrical characteristics  

• Thecommunications protocols 

• The format of the commands sent to the card and the responses returned 

by the card  

• Robustness of the card  
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• The functionality   

ISO 7816 part 2 defines the dimensions and location of the contacts. This part 

includes standards about number, function and position of the electrical contacts.  

The integrated circuit card (ICC) has 8 electrical contacts. They are referred to as 

C1 through C8. However, not all 8 contacts are electrically connected to the embedded 

microprocessor chip and therefore unused at the present time. 

 

Figure 8 - card contacts due to ISO 7816 

Source:ISO/IEC 7816 

Figure 7 shows the card contacts due to ISO 7816 standard and table 4 shows the 

number of each card contact and the designation of them along with their functions. 

Table 3 - Smart-Card Contacts according to ISO 7816 

C1 Vcc 
Power connection through which operating power is supplied to the 

microprocessor chip in the card 

C2 RST 
Power connection through which operating power is supplied to the microprocessor 

chip in the card 

C3 CLK 

Clock signal line through which a clock signal can be provided to the 

microprocessor chip. This line controls the operation speed and provides a 

common framework for data communication between the IFD and the ICC 

C4 RFU Reserved for future use 

C5 GND Ground line providing common electrical ground between the IFD and the ICC 

C6 Vpp Programming power connection used to program EEPROM of first generation 
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ICCs. 

C7 I/O 
Input/output line that provides a half-duplex communication channel between the 

reader and the smart card 

C8 RFU Reserved for future use 

Source: ISO/IEC 7816 

2.1.5 Advantages of Smart Card 

Smart cards, unlike magnetic stripe cards, can carry all necessary functions and 

information on the card. Therefore, they do not require access to remote databases at the 

time of the transaction. Compared to magnetic stripe cards, smart cards have many 

advantages: 

• Smart cards provided with Chips with more than 1 MB of memory are 

currently available, and this figure willmultiply with each new chip 

generation, while magnetic cards can hold only around 1000 bits. This 

allows the card-transaction participants (Card Company,acquiring bank, 

issuing bank, retailers, etc.) to store a lot of additional information on the 

card.(Tam and Ho 2007) 

• Data on a smart card can be protected against unauthorized viewing. As a 

result of this, confidential data (e.g., PINs and passwords) can be stored on 

a smart card. That is, merchants do not have to go online every time to 

authenticate a transaction.(Shen, Lin et al. 2003; Tam and Ho 2007) 

• A single smart card can house multiple applications. Just one card can be 

used as your license, passport, credit card, ATM card, ID card, 

etc.(Domingo-Ferrer, Posegga et al. 2007; Liu, Yang et al. 2007) 

• The life span of a smart card is longer.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 

• Smart cards cannot be easily replicated and are, as a general rule, much 

more secure than magnetic stripe cards.(Shen, Lin et al. 2003) 
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Given these advantages, smart cards have really caught on in the telephony 

segment. But, unfortunately, they have not been as successful in the financial cards 

sector. The only thing preventing the widespread use of smart cards in this sector is the 

amount of money invested by the various players in the magnetic stripe card 

infrastructure and the slightly higher cost of smart cards.(Rankl and Effing 2003) 

Nowadays the main trend is the use of multiple application cards. A multiple 

application card is a smart card that can support different types of applications on the 

card itself thereby reducing the number of cards in the wallet. The big scale use for this 

card is a national e-ID for the citizens. But what we’re focusing on in this proposal is the 

educational use or a multi-purpose university card. But before applying any technology 

innovation, the people’s intention to adopt or acceptance would be the most important 

thing, in order to be successful. 

2.2 Adoption theories 

The purpose of this section is to provide a review of existing literature of most 

widely validated models/theories regarding adoption, acceptance or take-up of a new 

technology. It is possible that some of the principles involved in introducing an 

innovative service or product differ in the education sector, but however, the following 

underlying principles seems to be applicable across sectors: 

• Adopter characteristics and motives for embracing innovations 

• The innovation's characteristics, its benefits, costs, and associated learning 

curve 

• Factors in relation to the institution, its culture and services 

Some of these theories and models are presented in continuation. 
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2.2.1 Diffusion of Innovation Theory 

Peter Denning defines innovation as: 'a transformation of practice in a 

community'.(Denning 2004) According to Newell and Turner (2006) "Innovation means 

change: sometimes radical change and sometimes incremental change".(Melanie Bates 

2007) 

The factors that affect the spread of innovations are described in several well-

known theories. Perry declares that academics in the diffusion theoryfield 'define 

diffusion as the process through which some innovation is communicated within a social 

system.' Perry points up 'time' as an important factor in the rate of diffusion. He also 

emphasizes the role of individuals and their social influence in the diffusion 

process.(Gordon 2006) 

Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT), which was defined by Everett Rogers in a 

book called Diffusion of Innovations first in 1962, is a model that explains the process by 

which innovations in technology are adopted by users. It is the study of how, why, and at 

what rate new ideas and technology spread through cultures.Rogers defines an innovation 

as “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of 

adoption” and Diffusionis defined as “the process by which an innovation is 

communicated through certainchannels over time among the members of a social 

system”.  

Rogers stated that adopters of any new innovation or idea could be categorized as 

innovators (2.5%), early adopters (13.5%), early majority (34%), late majority (34%) and 

laggards (16%), based on a bell curve (see figure 1). Each adopter's readiness and ability 

to adopt an innovation would depend on their awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and 

adoption. Some of the characteristics of each category of adoptersare as following: 

• Innovators - venturesome, educated, multiple info sources, greater 

propensity to take risk  

• Early adopters - social leaders, popular, educated  
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• Early majority - deliberate, many informal social contacts  

• Late majority - skeptical, traditional, lower socio-economic status  

• Laggards - neighbors and friends are main info sources, fear of debt  

 

Figure 9 - The adoption curve becomes an s-curve when cumulative adoption is used. 

Source: Diffusion of innovations-Wikipedia 

Rogers theorized that innovations would spread through society in an S curve, as 

the innovatorsand early adopters select the technology first, followed by the majority and 

laggards, until a technology or innovation is common. 

The speed of technology adoption is determined by two characteristics p, which is 

the speed at which adoption takes off, and q, the speed at which later growth occurs. A 

cheaper technology might have a higher p, for example, taking off more quickly; while a 

technology that has network effects (like a fax machine, where the value of the item 

increases as others get it) may have a higher q.  

Rogers' diffusion of innovation theory integrates the innovation-decision process, 

innovation characteristics, adopter characteristics, and opinion leadership.(Rogers 2003) 

Rogers' theorycan be divided into three main components: 

• The innovation-decision process 

• The characteristics of an innovation, and 
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• Adopter characteristics 

The innovation decision process categorizes the steps an individual takes from 

awareness of an innovation, through the formulation of anattitude to the innovation, on to 

the decision as to whether to implement or reject, and finally confirmation of this 

approach. These five categories are(Rogers 2003): 

• Knowledge - learning about the existence and function of the innovation  

• Persuasion - becoming convinced of the value of the innovation  

• Decision - committing to the adoption of the innovation  

• Implementation - putting it to use  

• Confirmation - the ultimate acceptance (or rejection) of the innovation  

About the Characteristics of Innovation, Perry states that 'Different innovations 

have different probabilities of adoption and hence, different adoption rates'(Melanie 

Bates 2007). Therefore, thecharacteristics of an innovation have an impact on the 

probability of acceptance and adoption, and also on the rate at which this process 

develops. Roger classifies these innovation characteristics into five criteria: 

• Relative advantage – “The degree to which an innovation is perceived to 

be better than the idea it supersedes.” 

• Compatibility – “The degree to which an innovation is perceived as 

consistent with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of 

potential adopters.” 

• Complexity – “The degree to which an innovation is perceived as 

relatively difficult to understand and use.” 

• Trialability– “The degree to which an innovation may be experimented 

with on a limited basis.” 

• Observability– “The degree to which the results of an innovation are 

visible toothers.” 
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Later on Chen (2000) discussed that, among these attributes, only relative 

advantage, compatibility and complexity are consistently related to innovation adoption. 

Regarding Adopter characteristics Rogers has defined characteristics of early 

adopters under three headings: 

• Socio-economic 

• Personality values 

• Communication behavior(Bates, Manuel et al. 2007) 

The degree of interpersonal influence an early adopter possesses within the 

innovation decisionprocess will affect the diffusion of theinnovation to others. Three 

issues are identified: 1) information flow, 2) opinion leadership, and 3) diffusion 

networks. During different stages in thediffusion of the innovation, individuals may be 

either leaders or followers. Leaders have the ability to bring into play a positive influence 

over theircontacts and to encourage the use of an innovation.(Bates, Manuel et al. 2007) 

Although some of the characteristics of each category of adopters was mentioned 

before, but to go in detail, as an example Roger identifies the following characteristics as 

being typical to early adopters(Rogers 2003): 

Socio-economic 

• High social status 

• No relationship between early adopters' age and adoption 

• Upward social mobility 

• High level of education 

Personality 

• Ability to deal with abstract concepts 

• Favorable attitude to change, risk and science 
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• Greater empathy 

• Intelligence 

• Less than average dogmatic outlook 

• Less than average degree of fatalism 

• Greater than average level of aspiration 

• Rational outlook 

Communication 

• Greater degree of contact with change agents 

• Greater degree of exposure to mass media communications 

• Higher degree of opinion leadership 

• Inter-connectedness in social networks 

• More cosmopolitan outlook 

• Greater degree of social participation 

• Tendency to seek information about innovation, and consequently a 

greater degree of knowledge about innovation 

(Bates, Manuel et al. 2007) 

2.2.2 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 

Drawn from social psychology, TRA is one of the most fundamental and 

influential theories of human behavior,derived from previous research that started out as 

the theory of attitude, which lead to the study of attitude and behavior. It has been used to 

predict a wide range of behaviors.(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) 

The theory of reasoned action hypothesized that a person’s behavioral intention is 

a predictor of actual behavior, whilethe individual's behavioral Intention (BI) to perform 

a behavior is jointly determined by the individual's Attitude toward performing the 

Behavior (ATB) and Subjective Norm (SN)(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). Figure 9 is a 

schematic representation of this model. 
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Figure 10-Theory of Reasoned Action 

Source: (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975) 

So the core constructs for TRA are:  

Attitude Toward Behaviorwhich is according to Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, “an 

individual’s positive or negative feelings (evaluative affect) about performing the target 

behavior” or in other words, the sum of beliefs about a particular behavior weighted by 

evaluations of these beliefs. For example, you might have the beliefs that exercise is good 

for your health, that exercise makes you look good, that exercise takes too much time, 

and that exercise is uncomfortable. Each of these beliefs can be weighted (e.g., health 

issues might be more important to you than issues of time and comfort). 

Subjective Norm that is by the definition of Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, “the 

person’s perception that most people who are important to him think he should or should 

not perform the behavior in question”. 

Behavioral intention: a function of both attitudes toward a behavior and 

subjective norms toward that behavior, which has been found to predict actual behavior. 

For example your attitudes about exercise combined with the subjective norms about 

exercise, each with their own weight, will lead you to your intention to exercise (or not), 

which will then lead to your actual behavior.(Ajzen 1988) 

The importance of ATB and SN to predict BI will vary by behavioral domain. 

Indeed, depending on the individual and the situation, these factors might be very 

different effects on behavioral intention; thus a weight is associated with each of these 

factors in the predictive formula of the theory. For example, you might be the kind of 
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person who cares so much for what others think. If this is the case, the subjective norms 

would carry much weight than ATB in predicting your behavior.For behaviors in which 

attitudinal or personal-based influence stronger (e.g., purchasing something for personal 

consumption only), ATB will be the dominant predictor of BI, and SN will be of little or 

no predictive efficacy. While for behaviors in which normative implications are strong 

(e.g., purchasing something that others will use), SN should be the dominant predictor of 

BI, and ATB will be of lesser importance.(Fishbein, Ajzen et al. 1975; Ajzen 1988) 

The Theory of Reasoned Action also hypothesizes that BI is the only direct 

antecedent of actual behavior (AB). BI is expected to predict AB accurately if the three 

boundary conditions specified by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) can be hold: (a) the degree 

to which the measure of intention & the behavioral criterion correspond with respect to 

their levels of specificity of action, target, context, and time frame; (b) the stability of 

intentions between time of measurement and performance of the behavior; and (c) the 

degree to which carrying out the intention is under the volitional control of the individual 

(i.e., the individual can decide at will to perform or not to perform the behavior).(Ajzen 

1988; Ajzen and Fishbein 2000) 

Moreover, TRA is a general model that does not specify the beliefs that are 

operative for a particular behavior. Researchers using TRA must first identify the beliefs 

that are most noticeable for subjects, regarding the behavior under investigation. In 

addition this theory becomes problematic if the behavior under study is not under full 

volitional control. (Madden, Ellen et al. 1992) 

The TRA has been successfully applied to a large number of situations to predict 

the performance of behavior and intentions. For example, TRA predicted turnover 

(Prestholdt 1987); education (Fredricks 1983); and breast cancer examination (Timko 

1987) In a meta-analysis of research on the Theory of Reasoned Action, Sheppard et al. 

(1988) concluded that the predictive utility of the TRA was strong across conditions. 

(Sheppard, Hartwick et al. 1988) 
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2.2.3 Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

Theory of planed behavior is the extended edition of TRA, where another 

construct called perceived behavioral control, which predicts behavioral intentions and 

behavior, is included in it.(Armitage and Christian 2004) 

Despite the predictability of the TRA is strong across studies, it becomes 

problematic if the behavior under study is not under full volitional control. Sheppard et 

al. (1988) pointed out two problems of the theory. First, one must differentiate the 

difference between behaviors from intention. This could be problematic because a variety 

of factors in addition to one’s intentions determine how the behavior is performed. 

Second, there is no provision in the model for considering whether the probability of 

failing to perform is due to one’s behavior or due to one’s intentions. To deal with these 

problems, Ajzen (1985) extended the Theory of Reasoned Action by including another 

construct called perceived behavioral control, which predicts behavioral intentions and 

behavior. The extended model is called the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB).(Ajzen 

1991; Madden, Ellen et al. 1992) 

Figure10 illustrates the details of this theory. Attitude toward Behavior (ATB) is 

defined as “a person’s general feeling of favorableness or unfavorable ness for that 

behavior”.Subjective Norm (SN) is defined as a person’s “perception that most people 

who are important to him/her think he/she should or should not perform the behavior in 

question”.(Fishbein 1976) Perceived Behavioral Control in the context of IS research is 

“the perception of internal and external constraints on behavior.” (Taylor 1995)  PBC is 

also defined as “the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the behavior.”(Ajzen 

1991) 

TRA and TPB have many similarities.Both theories assume that human beings are 

basically rational and make systematic use of information available to them when making 

decisions. But the point is that, by considering control-related factors, TRA assumes that 

the behavior being studied is under total volitional control of the performer(Madden 
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1992). However, TPB expands the boundary conditions of TRA to more goal-directed 

actions. (Ajzen 1991; Madden, Ellen et al. 1992) 

The theory assumes that PBC is a function of control beliefs and perceived 

facilitation. Control belief is the perception of the presence or absence of requisite 

resources and opportunities needed to carry out the behavior. Perceived facilitation is 

one’s assessment of the importance of those resources to the achievement of the 

outcomes (Ajzen 1986). 

PBC is included as an external variable that has both a direct effect on actual 

behavior and an indirect effect on actual behavior through intentions. The indirect effect 

is based on the assumption that PBC has motivational implications for behavioral 

intentions.It seems that, when people believe that they have little control over performing 

the behavior because of a lack of requisite resources and opportunities, then their 

intentions to perform the behavior may be low even if they have favorable attitudes 

and/or subjective norms concerning performance of the behavior. Bandura have provided 

empirical evidence that people's behavior is strongly influenced by the degree of 

confidence they have in their ability to perform the behavior. The structural link from 

PBC to BI reflects this motivational influence of control on actual behavior through 

intentions.(Bandura 1986) 

 

Figure 11-Theory of Planned Behavior 
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Source: (Ajzen 1991) 

In figure 10 the direct path from PBC to AB is assumed to reflect the actual 

control that, an individual has over performing the behavior.Ajzen (1985) offers the 

following logical basis for this direct path. First, if intention is held constant, the effort 

needed to perform the behavior is likely to increase with PBC. For example, if two 

people have equally strong intentions to learn to drive a car, and if both try to do so, the 

person who is confident that he or she can master this activity is more likely to drive the 

car than a person who doubts his or her ability. Second, PBC often serves as a substitute 

for actual control, and insofar as perceived control is a realistic estimate of actual control, 

PBC should help to predict AB. Similar to TRA, the relative importance of BI predictors 

varies with the behavioral domain. Also the ability of PBC and BI to predict AB also will 

vary across behaviors and situations.(Ajzen 1985; Ajzen 1991) 

The Theory of Planned Behavior has been successfully applied to various 

situations in predicting the performance of behavior and intentions, such as predicting 

user intentions to use a new software (Mathieson 1991), to avoid caffeine (Madden 

1992), to perform breast self-examination(Young 1991)and to perform unethical behavior 

(Chang 1998), all found that TPB has a better predictive power of behavior than TRA. 

2.2.4 Decomposed of Theory of Planned behavior 

The theory starts when; Taylor and Todd (1995) indicated that a better 

understanding of the relationships between the belief structures and antecedents of 

intention requires the decomposition of attitudinal beliefs. By using the diffusion of 

innovation theory beside, they assumed that the new theory would be like figure 11. In 

this theory the attitudinalbelief has three salient characteristics of aninnovation that 

influence adoption. They are relativeadvantage, complexity and compatibility.(Taylor 

and Todd 1995) 

Related advantage is the degree to which an innovation provides benefits, which 

supersedethose of its precursor and may incorporate factorssuch as economic benefits, 
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image, enhancement,convenience and satisfaction. Also Relative advantages should be 

positively related to an innovation’s rate of adoption.(Taylor and Todd 1995) 

Likewise Complexity represents the degree to which aninnovation is perceived to 

be difficult tounderstand, learn or operate(Rogers 1995). Innovative technologies that 

areperceived to be easier to use and less complex havea higher possibility of acceptance 

and use bypotential users. Thus, complexity would beexpected to have negative 

relationship to attitude.Complexity (and its corollary, ease of use) hasbeen found to be an 

important factor in thetechnology adoption process.(Taylor and Todd 1995; Shih and 

Fang 2004) 

After all Compatibility is the degree to which the innovation fits with the potential 

adopter’s existing values, previous experience and current needs(Rogers 1995). An 

innovation is more likely to be adoptedwhen it is compatible with the job 

responsibilitiesand value system of the individual. Therefore, itmay be expected that 

compatibility relatespositively to adoption.(Taylor and Todd 1995) 

According to Ajzen (1991)PBC reflects belief regarding access to theresources 

and opportunities needed to affect abehavior. PBC appears to include twocomponents. 

The first is “facilitating conditions”(Triandis 1980), which reflect the availability 

ofresources needed to perform a particular behavior.This might include access to the 

time, money andother specialized resources.The second one is self-efficacy(Ajzen 1991), 

that is, being confident of the abilityto behave successfully in the situation. 
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Figure 12 -decomposed model of theory of planned behavior 

Source: (Shih & Fang 2004) 

2.2.5 Technology acceptance model 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), introduced by Davis (1989), is a version 

of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) that is specified for modeling user acceptance 

of information systems and it is one of the most widely used models of IT adoption.This 

model has received considerable research attention in the information system (IS)field 

over the past decade.TRA postulates that belief (an individual’s subjective probability 

associated with theconsequences of a particular behavior) influences attitude (an 

individual’s positive andnegative feelings associated with a particular behavior), which in 

turn shapes abehavioral intention. The goal was to create a model that is helpful not only 

for prediction but also for explanation, so that researchers and practitioners can identify 

why a particular system may be unacceptable, and pursue appropriate corrective 

steps.Therefore, a key purpose of TAM is to provide a basis for tracing the impact of 

external factors on internal beliefs, attitudes, and intentions.(Davis, Bagozzi et al. 1989) 
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As Figure 12 shows, TAM hypothesized that two particular beliefs, perceived 

usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU), are the primary relevance for 

computer acceptance behavior or IT adoption in general.Perceived Usefulness is defined 

as the “extent to which a prospective user believes that using a particular system would 

enhance his or her job performance”, whilePerceived Ease of Use refers to “the extent to 

which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort”(Venkatesh 

and Davis 2000). The other construct in TAM is Behavioral intention to use that is a 

measure of the likelihood a person will employ the application.(Davis, Bagozzi et al. 

1989) 

The definition of perceived usefulness follows from the definition of the word 

“useful”: “capable of being used advantageously”. Within an organizational context, 

people are generally reinforced for good performance by raises, promotions, bonuses, and 

other rewards.A system high in perceived usefulness, in turn, is one for which a user 

believes in the existence of a positive use-performance relationship.(Davis 1989) 

Likewise the definition of perceived ease of use follows from the definition of 

“ease”: “freedom from difficulty or great effort”. Effort is a finite resource that a person 

may allocate to the various activities for which he or she is responsible. All else being 

equal, an application perceived to be easier to use than another is more likely to be 

accepted by users.(Davis 1989) 

The dependent variable in TAM is actual usage; which has typically been a self-

reported measure of time or frequency of employing the application(Lederer, Maupin et 

al. 2000). The external variables in TAM are factors such as situational involvement, 

intrinsic involvement, prior use, management support, external computing, external 

computing training, role with regard to technology, level of education, prior similar 

experiences, participation in training, tool experience, task technology fit and 

etc.(Burton-Jones and Hubona 2006) 
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As a result of several applications and replications, TAM is considered to be well-

established and robust (Venkatesh 2000)and consistently explains asubstantial proportion 

of the variance (i.e. around 40 per cent) in usage intentions andbehavior (Venkatesh 

2000). In the past decade, TAM has become well established as a robust, powerful, and 

parsimonious model for predicting user acceptance. 

 

Figure 13-Technology Acceptance Model 

Source: (F. D. Davis, Bagozzi, R.P. and Warshaw, P.R. 1989) 

TAM has been found to have similar or greater explanatory power to that of other 

models, such as TRA and the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). For instance, Davis et 

al. (1989) found mixed results when comparing with TAM and TRA. Mathieson (1991) 

compared TAM to the TPB and found that both models effectively predicted intentions to 

use, whereas TAM was slightly better from an empirical perspective. However, as 

technology has continued to change, many extensions of TAM have been 

proposed.(Gefen and Straub 1997; Gefen and Keil 1998; Venkatesh and Davis 2000) 

 

2.2.6 Extension of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM2) 

Later on, the researchers suggested that integration of TAM with other IT 

acceptance models or incorporating additional factors could help to improve the 

specificity and explanatory utility in a specific area.(Venkatesh and Davis 2000) 
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Furthermore, Venkatesh and Davis (2000) developed and tested a TAM2 model 

by including a number of determinants to Perceived Usefulness into the new model (see 

Figure 13).It is a theoretical extension of the Technology Acceptance Model that explains 

Perceived Usefulness and Usage Intentions in terms of social influence processes 

(Subjective Norm, Voluntariness, and Image) and cognitive instrumental processes (Job 

Relevance, Output Quality, Result Demonstrability and Perceived Ease of 

Use).(Venkatesh 2000) 

Longitudinal data were collected from four different organizations that spanned a 

range of industries, organizational contexts, functional areas (ranging from small 

accounting service firm, medium-sized manufacturing firm, to the personal financial 

services department of a large financial services firm), and types of system being 

introduced. The results showed that all the above-mentioned social influences and 

cognitive instrumental processes have significantly influenced user acceptance of the 

systems.(Venkatesh 2000) 
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Figure 14- TAM2 

Source: (Venkatesh and Davis 2000)  

2.2.7 PCI model 

Moore and Benbasat(1991), drawing from the considerable workon diffusion of 

innovations by Rogers (1983), published aninstrument to measure what they term 

“perceived characteristicsof innovating” (PCI) regarding adoption ofpersonal 

workstations.(Moore and Benbasat 1991) 

Seven constructs were stated in the PCI instrument.These include Relative 

Advantage,which is the “degree to which an innovation is perceived asbeing better than 

its precursor”, and Complexity, which is “thedegree to which an innovation is perceived 

as beingdifficult to use”. Considering the conceptual equivalence, Mooreand 

Benbasat(1991) used Davis’ (1986) perceived usefulnessscale to measure Relative 

Advantage and Ease of Use scale tomeasure Complexity (in reversed direction). The 

PCIinstrument also contained measures of Compatibility, Result Demonstrability, Image, 

and Visibility. Compatibility refersto “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as 

beingconsistent with the existing values, needs, and pastexperiences of potential 

adopters”; Result Demonstrabilityrefers to ‘the degree to which an innovation is 

perceived tobe amenable to demonstration of tangible advantages”; Image refers to “the 

degree to which use of an innovationis perceived to enhance one’s image or status in 

one’s socialsystem”, and finally Visibility refers to “the degree to which theresults of an 

innovation are observable by others”.(Moore and Benbasat 1991) 

Mooreand Benbasat(1991) also included a measure of Voluntariness,which is 

defined and measured the same by Venkatesh andDavis (2000). Although Moore and 

Benbasat(1991) did notreport the relationship between the seven PCI constructsand usage 

or usage intentions, Agarwal and Prasad [2]reported empirical support for PCI as a model 

of intentionsto use the World Wide Web.(Agarwal and Prasad 1997) 
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2.3Theoretical framework 

The model which I am going to use is a combination of technology acceptance 

model (TAM) (Davis 1986), Diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers 1995) and PCI 

model (Moore 1991),the same model which was used in a research by Min Lee (2002)for 

“Comparing smart card adoption in Singapore andAustralian universities”. 

2.3.1 Research model 

This model, which was also used in two other researches with some little 

changes,is developed on the basis of the adoption factors of individuals (see figure 15). 

One in a research made by Aubert and Hamel (2001), which its aim was to evaluate the 

factors that influence theadoption of a smart card in the medicalsector (explained in the 

background section). The other one was a research made by Plouffe et al. (2001). The 

research studied the phenomenon of multi-groupadoption with a particular focus on smart 

card applications within thefinancial services and retailing industries (explained in the 

background section). Figure 15 shows a schematic view of this model and also table 6 

show a summery description for nine constructs in this model. 
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Figure 15-The adoption constructs model 

Sources: Rogers, 1995; Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Davis, 1986 

Table 4 -Nine constructs summary descriptions 

Construct Description 
Relative advantage (RA) The level to which an innovation is superior to the technology it is  
 replacing 
Compatibility (CO) Quality of an innovation that fits easily into the values and routine of an  
 individual 
Trialability (TR) Opportunity to try the innovation before adopting 
Ease of use (EU) Perception of the ease with which the innovation can be made usable (or  
 integrated) in daily tasks 
Visibility (VI) Visibility of the innovation, the people using it, and the results 
Result demonstrability  The degree to which the unique features and benefits of an innovation are 
(RD) readily discerned by the potential adopter 
Image (IM) Perception of the prestige and value attributed to culture in relation to the 
 use of the innovation 
Information (IN) Perception of the availability, quality and value of the information 
 produced by the innovation 
Perceived usefulness Perception of the innovation’s utility in the individual’s routine 
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(PU)  

Source: (Hui Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. 2003) 

Relative advantage 

Its first origin was from the Diffusion of Innovation Theoryby Rogers. It was also 

repeated in PCI Model by Moore and Benbasat(Moore 1991). The perceived relative 

advantage is the first factor among the adoption factors related to the individual. It refers 

to the extent to which the innovation is perceived as superior to the technology it is 

replacing. An innovation is more likely to be welcomed by an individual when it is 

perceived as bringing advantages(Aubert and Hamel 2001). 

Compatibility 

Compatibility is driven from the Diffusion of Innovation Theory and is related to 

individuals.  Rogers (2003) discussed the compatibility of theinnovation with the values, 

culture and practices ofindividuals. An innovation that fits well with individualnorms is 

much more likely to be adopted. Thecompatibility of the innovation lowers the likelihood 

that the social group will reject the potential adopter. This construct is linked to the 

notion of social approbation(Tornatzky and Klein 1982). If adoption creates 

positiverecognition within a social group, itmay also facilitate theadoption process. 

Trialability 

Trialability or triability is also rooted in Diffusion of Innovation Theory and is 

said to facilitate the adoption. Roger categorized Trialabilityamong the Characteristics of 

Innovation. He defines it as “the degree to which an innovation may be experimented 

with before adoption”(Rogers 2003). 
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Ease of use 

The first factor among the group of factors which are linked to the technical 

system is system complexity,referring to the difficulty inherent in understanding andusing 

the innovation. The more users think theinnovation is difficult to integrate into their 

dailypractices, the slower its adoption will be. This factorwas refined by Moore and 

Benbasat (1991) who referred to it as ease of use when adapting it to the context 

ofinformation technology, and also by Seddon and Kiew(1994) in a study of the user-

friendliness of interfaces.(Seddon and Kiew) 

Visibility 

This construct is rooted in the PCI Model by Moore and Benbasat (1991), but at 

the onset it was originated from the Observability construct in Diffusion of Innovation 

Theory by Rogers (1983). Observabilitywas originally defined by Rogers as “the degree 

to which the results of aninnovation are visible and communicable to others” (Rogers 

2003). Moore and Benbasat stated that The adoption process can also be facilitated if 

thetechnical system proposed is visible in the organization(Moore and Benbasat 1991). 

Result demonstrability 

Result demonstrabilitywas also driven from the PCI Model by Moore and 

Benbasat (1991). Actually the Observabilityconstruct in Diffusion of Innovation 

Theorywas split into two constructs by Moore and Benbasat (1991). Accoriding to Moore 

and Benbasat (1991) “One dimension concentratedon the tangibilityof the results of using 

the innovation, including their Observabilityand Communicability, and was 

labelledResult Demonstrability” (Moore and Benbasat 1991). 

Image 

This construct is originated from the PCI Model by Moore and Benbasat (1991). 

It was defined by Moore and Benbasat (1991) as “the degree to which use of an 
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innovation is perceived to enhance one'simage or status in one's social system” (Moore 

1991). Roger in his Theory of “Diffusion of Innovation” included Imageas an aspect of 

Relative Advantage. Nevertheless, he also argued that "undoubtedly one of the most 

important motivations for almost any individual to adopt an innovation is the desire to 

gain social status" (Rogers 2003). Furthermore, as argued by Tornatzky and Klein (1982), 

some researchers have found the effect of Image(social approval) to be different enough 

from Relative Advantageto be considered as a separate factor(Moore and Benbasat 1991). 

Adoption may be facilitated if theuse of the innovation improves the image of the user, so 

as Prestige and other valuedattributes linked to the use of the innovation are 

directlyrelated to the adoption rate(Aubert and Hamel 2001). 

Information 

This construct was mentioned by Paul A. Herbig andRalph L. Day (1992) in an 

article named; “Customer Acceptance: The Key to Successful Introductions of 

Innovations” and also by Peter Seddonand Min-Yen Kiew(1994) in a paper under the title 

of;”A Partial Test and Development of Delone and Mclean's Model of IS Success” 

(Herbig 1992; Seddon 1996). It is determinedby three criteria:availability, quality, and 

value. Information produced by the new technology must beprovided in sufficient 

quantity, in a simple and precisemanner. It is assessed according to its relevance for 

theuser and according to the ease with which it can beobtained(Aubert and Hamel 2001). 

Perceived usefulness 

Perceived usefulnessrises from the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 

introduced by Davis (1986). It is one of the two major beliefs which shape the potential 

user’s Attitude Toward Using, and as wella potential user’s overall attitude toward usinga 

given system is hypothesized to be major determinant of whether or not he actually uses 

it.(Davis 1986) 
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Chapter III 

Research Methodology 

 

3. Research Methodology 

 

In the preceding chapter the theories related to the research area was 

presented.This chapter covers the methodology used in this study. 
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3.1 Research purpose 

Many research activities help to categories the types of research, butthe purpose 

of research study can be distinguished in threecategories: exploratory, descriptive, or 

explanatory.(Yin 2003) 

3.1.1 Exploratory Research 

Exploratoryresearch is conducted when there are few or no earlier studies to 

which references can be made for information. The goal is to look for patterns, ideas or 

hypotheses rather than testing or confirming a hypothesis. This king of research is usually 

conducted during the initial stage of research, it helps theresearcher to clarify and 

understand the problem.In exploratory research the focus is on gaining insights and 

familiarity with the subject area for more strict investigation later. (Kumar 2005) 

It’s a useful approach ifthe researcher wish to clarify the understanding of a 

problem and also, it is flexible andadaptable to change. Exploratory research is usually 

used when a problem is notrecognized, or the available information is not complete(Vogt 

2005). The procedure that is most appropriate forinformation gathering, when 

implementing an exploratory research is interviews. This includes talking to expertsin the 

subject or conducting focus group interviews.(Yin 2003) 

However, it is possible that you may carry out an initial survey to establish areas 

of concern (exploratory research) and then research these issues in more depth, perhaps 

through interviews, to provide a deeper understanding (explanatory research). 

3.1.2 Descriptive Research 

Descriptive research describes the phenomena, as it exists. It is used to identify 

and obtain information on the characteristics of a particular issue. The objectiveof 

descriptive research is to represent an accurate profile of person’s events or situations. It 

may answer such questions as;who, what, when, where, and how. It may also help to 
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determine the difference, in need, features of subgroups and characteristics.(Zikmund 

2000; Yin 2003) 

Example questions to be answered by this kind of research could be: 

What is the absentee rate amongst a particular group of workers? 

What are the feelings of workers faced with redundancy?  

Descriptive researchis frequently used when a problem is well structured and 

there is no intention to investigatecause/effect relations. The data collected are often 

quantitative, and statistical techniques are usually used to summarize the information. 

Descriptive research goes further than exploratory research in examining a problem since 

it is undertaken to ascertain and describe the characteristics of the issue.(Yin 2003) 

3.1.3 Explanatory Research 

Explanatory Research is a continuation of descriptive research. The researcher 

goes beyond merely describing the characteristics, to analyze and explain why or how 

something is happening. Thus, analytical research aims to understand phenomena by 

discovering and measuring causal relations among them. An explanatory researchcould 

also be used when the study aims to explain certain procedures from differentperspectives 

or situations with given set of events.(Yin 2003)It may answer questions such as: 

• How can the number of complaints made by customers be reduced? 

• How can the absentee rate among employees be reduced? 

• Why is the introduction of empowerment seen as a threat by departmental 

managers?  

The model that is going to be evaluated in this thesis is based on previoustheories, 

enough literature is available for this purpose and we rely on the variables andpattern 

drawn from the theory.The picture of the intention to adopt smart card is clearand the 

description of the extent of association between variables is going to beconducted. 
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Therefore, based on the above mentioned explanations this thesis is going tobe a 

descriptive research. 

3.2 Research approach 

3.2.1 Inductive versus Deductive Research 

Research outcomes can require inductive reasoning, deductive reasoning, or 

sometimes both kinds of reasoning. Each is fundamental to the scientific method. 

Generally speaking, deductive research starts with a model, forms a hypothesis, 

and gathers data to test the hypothesis, then uses the data to conclude whether or not the 

model accurately describes reality. Thus we can say; deductiveis a top-down approach to 

the research.(Karen M. Spens 2005) 

On the other hand, inductive research reverses the process. This kind of research 

starts with data collection, examines the data for patterns, forms a hypothesis and then 

constructs a theory. So; inductiveis a bottom- up approach to the research.(Karen M. 

Spens 2005) 

Thus deductive research starts with the general and proceeds to the specific, while 

inductive research starts with the specific and proceeds to the general. 

As the figures show, the two methods differ in that deductive research works from 

the general to the specific (it is knowledge-driven) whereas inductive research works 

from specific observations to broader generalizations or theories (it is feature-detecting). 

The reasons for using these different approaches are varied but generally develop from 

theoretical concerns or from the kinds of research question one is asking. But it is 

important to see that, by presenting research in this way, it is NOT suggested that only 

one kind of process necessarily occurs during research.(Regner 2003) 
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Figure 16 - Deductive Research 

 

Figure 17 - Inductive Research 

The two methodologies are often mixed. In fact, research frequently involved 

both processes in a circular sort of way where theory leads to observations which in turn 

lead to identification of new patterns which lead to the development of new theories. An 

inductive researcher must decide what data to gather. For instance, in a voter preference 

poll the inductive researcher would probably choose to gather data on age or gender, but 
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would probably not gather data on shoe size. This is probably because even the inductive 

researcher has a theory that variables like "shoe size" and "voting" are unlikely to be 

related. Similarly, the deductive researcher will always be looking for unexpected new 

patterns in the data.(Prince and Felder 2006) 

This research is following a top-down approach by having a model, asking 

researchquestions, developing hypotheses, and finally collecting data in order to evaluate 

them. Thus, this research is based on a deductive approach. 

3.3 Research philosophy 

There are two different research philosophies while conducting a research: 

QuantitativeandQualitative. 

Quantitative philosophy is specified by studying few variables on a large number 

ofelements and is also a formalized and structured method. The aim of 

quantitativemethods is to determine whether the predictive generalizations of a theory 

hold true.It is usually done in a broad senseby using surveys with already set answering 

alternatives. The researcher tries to explainphenomena with numbers. This helps him to 

obtain results and relatively high degree of control. This method transform the 

information to number that later getanalyzed statistically. This philosophy is considered 

especially useful whenconducting a wide investigation that contains many units.(Creswell 

2003) 

In quantitative research the aim is to determine therelationship between one thing 

(an independent variable) and another (a dependent oroutcome variable) in a population. 

The objective of quantitative research is to developand employ mathematical models, 

theories and hypotheses related to phenomena.(Creswell 2003) 

Qualitativephilosophy is the examination, analysis and interpretation of 

observations for the purpose ofdiscovering underlying meanings and patterns of 

relationships, including classificationsof types of phenomena and entities, in a manner 
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that does not involve mathematicalmodels.Some researchers consider it to beresearch 

whose goal is not to estimate statistical parameters but to generate hypothesesthat can be 

tested quantitatively. In this kind of research usually, data are obtained from a relatively 

small group ofrespondents and not analyzed with statistical techniques.Qualitative 

methods areoften related to case studies, where the goal is to receive thorough 

information and therebyobtain a deeper understanding of the research problem. In this 

method researchers perceptionand interpretation is in focus, in the form of frame of 

reference ormotives. Qualitative studies tend to be more flexible and they are usually 

carried out through strong or prolonged contact with asituation. These situations can be 

seen in everyday life of individual, groups, societies andorganizations. (Flick 2006) 

Qualitativeand quantitativeresearch methods are sometimes used together to gain 

deeper understanding of the causes of social phenomena, or tohelp generate questions for 

further research. Despitequantitative methods, qualitativeresearch methods place little 

importance on developing statistically valid samples, or onsearching for statistical 

support for hypotheses.(Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998) 

Qualitativeresearch methods are used primarily as a start to quantitativeresearch. 

They are used to define a problem, generate hypotheses, identify determinants,and 

develop designsforquantitative research. They are fast and inexpensive. Because of 

thelow number of respondents involved, theexploratory research methods cannot be 

usedto generalize to the whole population, but they are however, very valuable for 

exploring anissue and are used by almost all researchers.(Patton 2002) 

3.4 Research strategy 

Generally speaking, research strategy is a general plan of howresearcher will go 

about answering the research questions. There are five major research strategies in 

thesocial science: experiments, surveys, archivalanalysis, histories, and 

casestudies.(Creswell 2003; Yin 2003) 
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Selection of research strategy depends upon three distinct elements: type of 

researchquestion posed: the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral 

events andthe degree of focus on contemporary events. Table 4.1shows these three 

conditions and howthese are related to major research strategies. 

Table 5 - Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 

Strategy Form of research 

question 
Requires control 

over behavioral 

events? 

Focuses on 

Contemporary 

events? 
Experiment How, why Yes Yes 
Survey Who, what, where 

How many 
How much 

No Yes 

Archival analysis Who, what, where 
How many 
How much 

No Yes/No 

History How, why No No 
Case study How, why No Yes 

Source; (Yin 2003) 

Usually, case studies are appropriate forthe exploratory phase, while surveys and 

histories fit the descriptive phase, andexperiments are the only way of doing explanatory 

or causal inquiries.(Creswell 2003; Yin 2003) 

To begin withinExperimentstrategy individuals who areknowledgeable about a 

particular research problem are surveyed. The aim of theexperiment study is to help 

formulate the problem and clarify concepts, rather thandevelop conclusive 

evidence.(Zikmund 2000) 

Experiment is alsoconducted, when an investigator is able to focuson one or two 

isolated variable and can manipulate and control behavior directly,precisely and 

systematically.(Yin 2003) 
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Surveystrategy is so popular and common in business and marketingresearch.It is 

usually associated with the deductive approach and allows the collection oflarge amount 

of data from a sizeable population in a highly economic way. Thus, Questionnaire, 

StructuredObservation and StructuredInterviews often fall into thisstrategy.(Yin 2003) 

Besides, in the Archival Analysisthere is no control over behavioral events,which 

implies that this strategy is preferable when the goal is to describe the occurrenceof a 

phenomenon and when the aim is to predict certain outcomes.(Creswell 2003; Yin 2003) 

Historical Researchis about dealing with the past when norelevant person is alive 

to report, and where an investigator must rely on documents andcultural and physical 

artifacts as the main sources of evidence.(Yin 2003) 

Case Studyis conducted when the researcher whishes to gain a rich understanding 

ofthe context of the research. The data collection in the case study may 

includequestionnaires, interviews, observation and documentaryanalysis.(Kumar 2005) 

More precisely, Yin (2003) defines a case study as an empirical inquiry 

thatinvestigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially 

whenboundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. 

Since this study is based on a deductive and quantitative approach, and it's 

goingto collect answers from a large scale of potential users (who are going to use Smart 

Card as a multipurpose card) by questionnaires, Surveystrategyseems to be the best 

choice. And this is going to be done on a specific case, which 

isTarbiatModaresUniversity. 

3.5 Data collection method 

To be able to understandthe research area more in detail, necessary data must be 

collected. In this due, there are two options to face, secondary and primary data. 

(Creswell 2003; Yin 2003) 
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Secondary data is information collected from former existing studies and 

literatures,gathered for the purposes other than the problem at hand. The main advantage 

of secondary- compared to primary data is that it is fairly inexpensiveand can be gathered 

more quickly.(Yin 2003; Kumar 2005) 

Documentations are mostly usedto collect secondary data. For instance statistics, 

registrations, official publications,60letters, diaries, newspaper, journal, branch literature 

and brochures can be used forcollecting secondary empirical data.(Creswell 2003; Yin 

2003) 

Primarydata is conducted from the very beginning. It is original and collected to 

solve the problem in hand. Primary data can be collected through questionnaires, 

telephone/personalinterviews, observations and experiment.(Yin 2003) 

When collecting data and information for investigating research questions 

andhypotheses in this thesis, no secondary data was available. Therefore 

questionnaireswere chosen as primary data source. 

In this regard, the questionnaire of Catherine Hui Min Lee (2003) was translated 

to Persian. It wasbrought to four experts, who are among the top managers and professors 

of TarbiatModaresUniversity (TMU, Iran)and I interviewed with them face-to-face fora 

better adjustment. After they gave me their feedback about the questionnaire some 

questions were removed from or some were added to the primary questionnaire, which 

was used in a same case in NanyangTechnological University (NTU, Singapore) and 

Murdoch University (MU, Australia). The questionnaire was based on a five scale likert 

whereas; 

1. Strongly Disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. No Idea 

4. Agree 

5. Strongly Agree 
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After that, a pilot test was conducted with fifteenstudents to check and approve 

the final questionnaire. The procedureof pilot test was to distribute the questionnaire face 

to face and one by one with the students. I also had adiscussion with them to become sure 

that the questionnaire is easy to understand andaccurate. Some minor changes were made 

regarding the translation.Finally After thechanges were carried out the data collection 

started. 

Table 4 shows the characteristics of questionnaire along with variables and related 

questions. 

Table 6 - Sections of measurement tool (questionnaire) 

Section Variable 
Related 

Question 
(#) 

Related 
Question 

(SPSS name) 
scale 

form 
of 

answer 

age 1 Age ordinal Likert-
5

gender 2 Sex nominal Two-
answer 

Acquaintance 
with computer 3 Com.Exp ordinal Likert-

5 

Ordinary costs 
in university 

(items) 
9 Espend.Item.Uni ordinal Likert-

5 

Section1: 
specifications of 

respondents 

Average 
monthly 

expenses in 
university

10 Uni.Expenses ordinal Likert-
5 

Data Protection 1.7 Data.Protection ordinal Likert-
5 

Alternative 
Methods (retain 

existing 
services) 

1.8 Alter.Meth ordinal Likert-
5 

Section2:Indicators 
of Relative 

Advantage (RA) 

simplified issue 
of cards 8.1 Sim.Issue.Card1 ordinal Likert-

5 
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reduced card-
issuing cost 8.2 Red.Issuing.Cost1 ordinal Likert-

5 

improved 
building access 

and security 
8.3 Imp.Bul.Access1 ordinal Likert-

5 

accurate 
recording of 

personal 
information 

8.4 Acu.Rec.Per.Inf1 ordinal Likert-
5 

up-to-date 
access to 
financial 

information

8.5 Up.To.Date.Fin.Inf1 ordinal Likert-
5 

self-
management 8.6 Self.Management1 ordinal Likert-

5 
improved 

service (faster 
speed, 

Convenience, 
security)

8.7 Improved.Service1 ordinal Likert-
5 

electronic purse 8.8 Electroni.Purce1 ordinal Likert-
5 

save time 8.9 Sav.Tim1  Likert-
5 

Suitability 4.2 Suitability ordinal Likert-
5 

grocery stores 6.1 Gerocery ordinal Likert-
5 

payphones 6.2 Payphones ordinal Likert-
5 

petroleum and 
service stations 6.3 Petroleum ordinal Likert-

5 

campus parking 6.4 Parking ordinal Likert-
5 

cafeterias 6.5 Cafeterias ordinal Likert-
5 

Laundromats 6.6 Laundromats ordinal Likert-
5 

Section3: 
Indicators of 

Compatibility (CO) 

public 
transportation 6.7 Pub.Tran ordinal Likert-

5 
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video rentals 6.8 VideoClub ordinal Likert-
5 

campus 
recreation 

centre and clubs
6.9 Camp.Recreation ordinal Likert-

5 

movies 6.10 Cinema ordinal Likert-
5 

health services 6.11 Health.Ser ordinal Likert-
5 

library loan 
service and 
photocopy 

6.12 Library.Photocopy ordinal Likert-
5 

banking service 
(ATMs, 
payment 

transactions) 

6.13 Bank.Service ordinal Likert-
5 

electronic purse 
(debit/credit 

card)
6.14 e.Purce ordinal Likert-

5 

student/staff 
identification 6.15 Stu.ID ordinal Likert-

5 

access campus 
building, 
computer 

and network 

6.16 Access ordinal Likert-
5 

campus vendor 
machines 6.17 Vendor.Mach ordinal Likert-

5 

university 
bookshop 6.18 Uni.Bookshop ordinal Likert-

5 
access to guild 

facilities 
(photocopy, 

cafe)

6.19 Guild.Facilities ordinal Likert-
5 

Access 
to personal 
information 
(enrolment, 

result, address) 

6.20 Personal.Inf ordinal Likert-
5 

student 
Access to 

relevant course 
material 

6.21 Stu.Acc.Cource.Mat ordinal Likert-
5 
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Stored Value 6.22 Stored.value ordinal Likert-
5

Internet access 
outside the 
university 

6.23 Int.Access ordinal Likert-
5 

What have you 
used smart card 

for? 
11 No.of.used.smart.card ordinal Likert-

5 

How many 
smart card(s) do 

you hold? 
12 No.of.Smart.Card ordinal Likert-

5 

How long have 
you used smart 

card(s)? 
13 Dur.of.use ordinal Likert-

5 

Section 4: 
Indicators of 

Triability (TR) 

On average, 
how much do 
you spend on 

your smart 
card(s) each 

14 Espend.on.Smart.card ordinal Likert-
5 

Section 5: 
Indicators of Ease 

of use (EU) 

Self-
descriptiveness 

(easy to 
understand and 

use) 

4.4 Sel.des ordinal Likert-
5 

Improved 
students 

registration 
process 

5.1 Imp.Stu.Reg.Pro ordinal Likert-
5 

simplified issue 
of cards 5.2 Sim.Issue.Card ordinal Likert-

5 

reduced card-
issuing cost 5.3 Red.Issuing.Cost ordinal Likert-

5 

improved 
building access 

and security 
5.4 Imp.Bul.Access ordinal Likert-

5 

Section 6: 
Indicators of 

Visibility (VI) 

accurate 
recording of 

student 
attendance and 

progress 

5.5 Rec.Stu.Pro ordinal Likert-
5 
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up-to-date 
access to 
financial 

information

5.6 Up.To.Date.Fin.Inf ordinal Likert-
5 

student 
self-

management 
(control over 
data, privacy 

5.7 Self.Management ordinal Likert-
5 

improved 
service (faster 

speed, 
Convenience, 

security)

5.8 Improved.Service ordinal Likert-
5 

save time 5.9 Sav.Tim ordinal Likert-
5

Section 7: 
Indicators of Result 

demonstrability 
(RD) 

Conformity to 
user 

expectations 
4.5 Conformity ordinal Likert-

5 

Image of the 
card holder 7.1 Image ordinal Likert-

5 

family name of 
card holder 7.2 Fam.Name ordinal Likert-

5 

given 
name of the 
card holder 

7.3 Giv.Name ordinal Likert-
5 

student number 
(unique 
number) 

7.4 Stu.Nu ordinal Likert-
5 

date of birth 7.5 Date.Birth ordinal Likert-
5

guild expiry 
date 

7.6 Guild.Exp.Date ordinal Likert-
5

enrolment date 7.7 Enrolment.Date ordinal Likert-
5

Section 8: 
Indicators of Image 

(IM) 

recreation 
centre expiry 

date
7.8 Rec.Exp.Date ordinal Likert-

5 
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student status 
(full-time, part-

time, 
undergraduate, 
postgraduate) 

7.9 Stu.Status ordinal Likert-
5 

Signature of the 
card holder 7.10 Signature ordinal Likert-

5 

Availability 4.1 Availability ordinal Likert-
5

clarity 4.3 Clarity ordinal Likert-
5 

Section 9: 
Indicators of 

Information (IN) 
communication 4.9 Communication ordinal Likert-

5 

Controllability 4.6 Controllability ordinal Likert-
5

flexibility 4.10 Flexibility ordinal Likert-
5

Section 10: 
Indicators of 

Perceived 
usefulness (PU) 

reliability 4.11 Reliability ordinal Likert-
5 

Section 11: 
Indicator Intention 

to adopt (IA) 

Do you think 
there are needs 
for smart card 
in university 
environment? 

16 Need.for.smart.card nominal Two-
answer 

3.6 Sample selection 

Data collected from every member of population is called census data, while data 

gathered from only some members of population is called sample data. Since census data 

involves complete information, there is no uncertainty involved and you have a complete 

description of your population.Sample data, on the other hand, always involves 

incomplete information and hence always involves uncertainty. (Yin 2003; Catherine 

Marshall 2006) 

Since census data eliminates uncertainty, why would one ever use sample data? 

The most obvious reason is that sample data is both cheaper and easier to collect. In other 

cases, a census may not be possible.(Yin 2003) For example, counting the white blood 
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cells is always based on sample data: census data would exsanguinate the subject, a 

highly destructive outcome!  

In other cases it may not beethical to gather census data. In drug trials, for 

example, the experimental drug may not work or may have harmful side effects. It is 

unethical to expose the entire population to such risks unless there is evidence to support 

the change.(Zikmund 2000) 

As far as using the whole population is somehow impossible for researchers, 

asample must be selected based from the population on different ways and techniques. 

But since samples represent incomplete information, the selection of the sample must be 

done with care to avoid bias.(Yin 2003) 

The basic idea of sampling is that, by selecting some elements in thepopulation, 

the researcher can draw the conclusion about the entire population.(A Bryman 

2003)Traditional sampling method can be divided into two broad categories:probability 

(random) and non-probability (non-random) sampling.(Yin 2003) 

Probabilitysampling is most commonly associated with survey-based 

researchwhere researcher needs to estimate statistically the characteristics ofthe 

population from the sample.Sampling elements are selected randomly and the 

probabilityof being selected is nonzero and usually equal for all cases.If done properly, 

the probability sampling guarantees that the sample is representative.(Zikmund 2000) 

On the other hand, Non-probabilitysampling provides a range of alternative 

techniques based onresearcher subjective judgment(Yin 2003). In this kind of sampling, 

theselection of elements for the sample is not necessarily made with the aim of 

beingstatistically representative of the population. Instead the researcher uses the 

subjectivemethods such as personal experience, convenience, and expert judgment and so 

on toselect the elements in the sample. Thus, the probability of any element of 

thepopulation being chosen is not known.(Yin 2003; Kumar 2005) 
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With probability samples it is possible to be more complex in the analysis by 

using parametric methods of analysis or project resultswith greater statistical reliability 

but, with non random sampling techniques, descriptivestatistics are more 

appropriate.(Yin 2003) 

The population of this research is the studentsof TarbiatModares University 

(TMU, Iran), which their Intention to Adopt Smart Card was measured. There are 3623 

students at TarbiatModares University, which are studying now. 1677 of these students 

are men and 846 of them are women. (Students statistics at TMU; Source: TMU 

Registration Office) 

More than 500 questionnaires were handed out to the students in TMU. Among 

them 350 questionnaires were come backor gathered. After performing the Data 

Cleansing processwe come to the number of303, which were useful and valid. 

3.7 Data analysis 

In order to answer the research questions the collected data needs to beanalyzed. 

Yin (2003) explains that every investigation should start with ageneral analytic strategy, 

allowing the researcher to decide what to analyze and why. In his book, this could be 

done, namely through examining,categorizing, tabulating, or otherwise recombining the 

evidence. Miles and Huberman(1994) recommend that the collected data should be 

analyzed in three stages: 

• Data Reduction: This phase of qualitative data analysis selects, 

abstracts,simplifies, focuses, and transforms the collected data. The purpose is to 

organize thedata in such a way that final conclusions can be drawn and verified 

• Data display: After reducing the data, it should be displayed in anorganized, 

compressed way, enabling easy conclusion drawing. 

• Conclusiondrawing: In this stage the researcher decides the meaning 

ofoccurrences, mentioning regularities, patterns, explanations, possible 

configurations, casualflows, and propositions. 
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According to above-mentioned stages; first some activities are needed to ensure 

theaccuracy of the data and their conversion from raw form to a reduced and 

classifiedstructure that are more appropriate for analysis. These kinds of activities are 

called data preparation, which includes editing, coding&dataentry.(Donald R. Cooper 

2003) 

Editingdetects errors and omissions, corrects them if possible, andcertifies that 

minimum data quality standards have been achieved. (Donald R. Cooper 2003)Editing 

was one of the essential parts in my study and as mentioned earlier inthe first phase of 

data gathering I had more than 350 records which in next phase theywere decreased to 

303 records by performing editing. 

Codinginvolves assigning numbers or other symbols to answers, so that 

theresponses can be grouped into limited number of categories. Therespondent number 

can include a code for location, so that it would enable easiersegmentation.(Yin 2003) As 

long as our research was conducted in TMU only, so there was no need for coding. 

Dataentryis to convert gathered information to a medium for viewing 

andmanipulating. (Donald R. Cooper 2003)In this study, each record refers to an 

individualrespondent and is saved in a special line of the database. The data was 

originally entered in to SPSS and in the next step it was transformed to LISREL for 

modeling and data analysis. 

To start with the data analysis, we will go through the Quality Standards that 

includes Validity and reliability check. Then the 

firstorderExploratoryFactorAnalysis(EFA)was performed on the variables referring to 

each construct separately, in order to eliminate the incompetent variables. After that the 

second order Exploratory Factor Analysiswas conducted on the remaining variables and 

extracted factors from the first step of EFA with the purpose of exploring a model 

regarding the TMU students’ responses. All these processes were performed in SPSS. 

Then the data extracted from the previous phases was entered into LISREL. The explored 
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model from the first and second orderExploratoryFactorAnalysis (EFA) was put into 

confirmation, by means of first and second orderConformityFactorAnalysis (CFA). The 

main or principlegroupHypotheses were carried out through these CFAs. Beside, the 

descriptivestatistics regarding the demographic characteristics of the study and 

someSecondary Group Hypotheses were carried out in SPSS.   

3.8 Reliability and Validity 

To draw scientific conclusions by means of gathering information, implications 

fromthe data should be tested for credibility and ability to truthfully confirm its 

consistence(Zikmund 2000).Saunders, Lewis &Thornhill (2007) contribute that to 

reduceerrors and receiving wrong answers, attention has to be emphasized on two 

particularresearch devises;Reliabilityand Validity. 

Validity describes how well the collected data covers the actual area 

ofinvestigation (Ghauri and Grønhaug 2005). Field (2005) claims that validity basically 

means “to measure what is intended to be measured” or in other word “measuring what 

you think you are measuring”(Field 2005).  

Reliability on the other hand is thedegree to which evaluated data is free from 

arbitrary errors.Reliability is basically the ability ofthe questionnaire to produce the same 

results under the same conditions.(Field 2005) 

In order to exemplify the differences between validity and reliability 

Zikmund(2000) uses three rifle targets, figure 17. A marksman fires an equal amount of 

bulletswith tworifles,one old and one modern. The shots from the old rifle are 

scatteredeven as the shots from the modern rifle are closely gathered. Consequently, 

thechangeability of the old rifle compared to the modern indicates that it’s less 

reliable.Whenthe sun dazzled the marksman,he shot the rifle target to the right in the 

figure.His shot is still consistent but he doesn’t manage to hit the bull’s-eye. Accordingly, 

aresult can be considered as reliable but that doesn’t necessarily imply that it isvalid. 
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Figure 18 -Reliability and Validity 

Source: (Zikmund 2000) 

Since we have used the Hui Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. (2003) questionnaire that 

was used in a same research in Murdoch University (MU, Australia) and Nanyang 

Technological University (NTU, Singapore) that was published in International Journal 

of Human-Computer Studies, 2003 – Elsevier the Validity of the questionnaire is certain. 

Also after its translation to farsi we havebrought it to four experts, who are among the top 

managers and professors of TarbiatModaresUniversity (TMU, Iran)and I interviewed 

with them face-to-face fora better adjustment, regarding the TMU environment. After all, 

a pilot test was conducted with fifteenstudents to check and approve the final 

questionnaire. 

Reliability of a research could be assessed through various means such as, 

Duplication,Alternate form method,Split-halfmethod and Cronbach’s alpha.  

Cronbach’s alpha is the most common measure of scale reliability. Cronbach 

suggested splitting the data intwo in every conceivable way and computing the 

correlation coefficient for each split. Theaverage of these values is known as Cronbach’s 

alpha. As a rough guide, a value of 0.7 is seen as an acceptable value for Cronbach’s 

alpha; values substantially lower indicate an unreliable scale(Cortina 1993).However, 

Cortina (1993) notes that such general guidelines need to be used with cautionbecause the 

value of alpha depends on the number of items on the scale (see Field, 2005 fordetails). 
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Figures 18 shows the Cronbach’s alpha for all questionscomputed in SPSS. 

 

Figure 19 - Cronbach’s alpha for all questions 

As above figure demonstrates, the Cronbach’s alpha is 0.907, which shows that 

the questionnaire is extremely reliable.  

3.9 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 

In this section by means of Exploratory Factor Analysis at first, the incompetent 

and unfit questions in each construct were identified and eliminated, and then the 

proportionate model regarding the data gathered from TMU students was explored.  

3.9.1 First order EFA 

We will go through each construct and its related questions. The questions 

(variables) with loading factors less than 0.5 were removed.  

3.9.1.1 Relative Advantage and related variables 

Table 5 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Relative 

Advantage. 

Table 7 - RA and its related Questions withSPSS tags 

Data.Protection Relative advantage 
Alter.Meth 
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Sim.Issue.Card1  
Red.Issuing.Cost1  
Imp.Bul.Access1  
Acu.Rec.Per.Inf1  
Up.To.Date.Fin.Inf1  
Self.Management1  
Improved.Service1  
Electroni.Purce1  
Sav.Tim1  

KMO and Bartlett's Test

.874

1142.542
55

.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 20 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for Relative Advantage 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 

Communalities

1.000 .405
1.000 .442
1.000 .665
1.000 .644
1.000 .444
1.000 .582
1.000 .590
1.000 .575
1.000 .632
1.000 .497
1.000 .442

Data Protection
Alternative Methods (retain existing services)
Simplified issue of cards
Reduced card-issuing cost
Improved building access and security
Accurate recording of personal information
Up-to-date access to financial information
Self-management
Improved service (faster speed, convenience, security)
Electronic purse
Save time

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 21 - Primary Communalities for Relative Advantage 
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Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process except Data Protection, Alternative Methods, Improved 

Building Access, Electronic Purse andSave Time. The value of Extracted Communality 

for variables which are suitable is greater than 0.5. Subsequently those variables which 

got the least value of extraction communalities are eliminated till all the communalities 

become more than 0.5. 

Communalities

1.000 .835
1.000 .823
1.000 .585
1.000 .690
1.000 .604
1.000 .682
1.000 .547

Simplified issue of cards
Reduced card-issuing cost
Accurate recording of personal information
Up-to-date access to financial information
Self-management
Improved service (faster speed, convenience, security)
Electronic purse

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 22 - Final Communalities for Relative Advantage 

Total Variance Explained

3.638 51.969 51.969 3.638 51.969 51.969 3.008 42.968 42.968

1.127 16.102 68.070 1.127 16.102 68.070 1.757 25.103 68.070

.634 9.053 77.123

.485 6.926 84.049

.408 5.833 89.882

.379 5.416 95.298

.329 4.702 100.000

Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total
% of

Variance Cumulative % Total
% of

Variance Cumulative % Total
% of

Variance Cumulative %

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  

Figure 23 – Total Variance of Relative Advantage Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance ExplainedTable shows that the remaining variables related to 

RelativeAdvantage form two factors and these two factors explain and cover 68.07% of 

RelativeAdvantageConstruct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) for 
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Relative Advantage is suitable. The first factor explains 42.968% while the second 

factorexplains 25.103% of Variance and accordingly this shows each factor’s importance 

in forming the construct.  

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to these two factors”.   

Rotated Component Matrixa

.197 .892

.227 .878

.747 .166

.822 .122

.732 .260

.805 .181

.707 .217

Simplified issue of cards
Reduced card-issuing cost
Accurate recording of personal information
Up-to-date access to financial information
Self-management
Improved service (faster speed, convenience, security)
Electronic purse

1 2
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Rotation converged in 3 iterations.a. 
 

Figure 24 - Rotated Component Matrix for Relative Advantage 

After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected names for Relative Advantage’s Factorsand their related variables are shown in 

table 6. 

Table 8 - Extracted Factors of Relative Advantageand their Proposed Names 

Name of the extracted 
Factors 

Related Variables 

FRA1 

Accurate recording of personal information 

Up-to-date access to financial information 

Self-management 

Improved service (faster speed, convenience, security)
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Electronic purse 

FRA2 
Simplified issue of cards 

Reduced card-issuing cost 

After naming the factors, their Scores should be calculated. The two possible 

solutions for calculating factor scores are as follows; 

• Simple Average Method 

• Weighted Average Method  

In this research we used the Simple Average Methodfor calculating factor scores. 

3.9.1.2 Compatibility and related variables 

Table 7 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Compatibility. 

Table 9 - CO and its related Questions with SPSS tags 

Suitability 
Gerocery 
Payphones 
Petroleum 
Parking 
Cafeterias 
Laundromats 
Pub.Tran 
VideoClub 
Camp.Recreation 
Cinema 
Health.Ser 
Library.Photocopy 
Bank.Service 
e.Purce 
Stu.ID 

Compatibility 
 

Access 
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Vendor.Mach 
Uni.Bookshop 
Guild.Facilities 
Personal.Inf 
Stu.Acc.Cource.Mat 
Stored.value 
Int.Access 

KMO and Bartlett's Test

.875

2803.219
276
.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 25 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for Compatibility 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 
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Communalities

1.000 .718
1.000 .544
1.000 .647
1.000 .722
1.000 .585
1.000 .650
1.000 .566
1.000 .562
1.000 .710
1.000 .731
1.000 .685
1.000 .547
1.000 .607
1.000 .628
1.000 .677
1.000 .570
1.000 .610
1.000 .566
1.000 .658
1.000 .605
1.000 .514
1.000 .613
1.000 .565
1.000 .567

Suitability
Grocery stores
Payphones
Petroleum and service stations
Campus parking
Cafeterias
Laundromats
Public transportation
Video rentals
Campus recreation centre and clubs
Movies
Health services
Library loan service, photocopy
Banking service (ATMs, payment transactions)
Electronic purse (debit/credit card)
Student/Staff identification
Access campus building, Computer & Network Access
Campus Vendor Machines
University Bookshop
Access to Guild Facilities (photocopy, café)
Access to personal information (enrolment, result, address)
Student access to relevant course material
Stored value (cash card)
Off-campus Internet access

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 26 - Communalities for Compatibility 

Table of communalities for Compatibility construct shows that Variables related 

to this construct are suitable for Factor Analysis process.The reason is that,all the values 

of Extracted Communality for variables are greater than 0.5. 
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Total Variance Explained

7.311 30.461 30.461 7.311 30.461 30.461 3.987 16.611 16.611
2.490 10.377 40.838 2.490 10.377 40.838 3.131 13.045 29.656
1.655 6.895 47.733 1.655 6.895 47.733 2.785 11.605 41.261
1.292 5.385 53.118 1.292 5.385 53.118 1.945 8.103 49.364
1.081 4.502 57.620 1.081 4.502 57.620 1.820 7.585 56.948
1.019 4.246 61.867 1.019 4.246 61.867 1.180 4.918 61.867

.963 4.013 65.880

.873 3.637 69.517

.767 3.197 72.714

.707 2.947 75.661

.642 2.676 78.337

.616 2.568 80.905

.577 2.405 83.310

.571 2.378 85.687

.468 1.950 87.638

.436 1.816 89.454

.416 1.732 91.186

.387 1.613 92.799

.339 1.413 94.212

.315 1.312 95.524

.302 1.259 96.783

.293 1.220 98.003

.259 1.078 99.081

.221 .919 100.000

Component
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

%

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 27 - Total Variance of Compatibility Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that these remaining variables related to 

RelativeAdvantage form six factors and these six factors explain and cover 61.867% of 

RelativeAdvantageConstruct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) for 

Relative Advantage is suitable. The percentage of total variance covered by each factor 

and accordingly their importance in forming the construct are as follows: 

• 1st. Factor: 16.611% 

• 2nd. Factor: 13.045% 

• 3rd. Factor: 11.605% 

• 4th. Factor: 8.103% 
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• 5th. Factor: 7.585% 

• 6th. Factor: 4.918% 

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to these six factors”. 

Rotated Component Matrixa

.074 .120 .081 .088 .050 .825

.559 .139 .294 -.251 .185 .169

.271 -.002 .351 -.035 .670 -.015

.307 .019 .280 .003 .738 .070

.111 .305 -.128 .359 .569 .101

.655 .357 -.165 .007 .252 -.053

.666 .274 .042 -.008 .186 .102

.640 .056 .188 .175 .283 .063

.833 -.008 .075 .092 .035 .029

.720 .217 -.051 .399 .042 .051

.756 .029 .178 .271 .073 -.043

.339 .000 .219 .595 .024 .174

.172 .179 .146 .721 .061 .041

.024 .026 .726 .284 .123 -.061

-.005 .240 .714 .195 .265 .030

-.060 .451 .282 .529 .055 -.022

.181 .500 .030 .380 .345 -.251

.254 .596 .090 .125 .189 .296

.202 .689 .084 .134 .064 .336

.187 .707 .163 .124 .067 .154

.062 .543 .433 .045 -.084 -.134

.039 .658 .377 .039 .002 -.188

.096 .338 .632 -.005 .026 .205

.296 .184 .642 .055 .130 .116

Suitability
Grocery stores
Payphones
Petroleum and service stations
Campus parking
Cafeterias
Laundromats
Public transportation
Video rentals
Campus recreation centre and clubs
Movies
Health services
Library loan service, photocopy
Banking service (ATMs, payment transactions)
Electronic purse (debit/credit card)
Student/Staff identification
Access campus building, Computer & Network Access
Campus Vendor Machines
University Bookshop
Access to Guild Facilities (photocopy, café)
Access to personal information (enrolment, result, address)
Student access to relevant course material
Stored value (cash card)
Off-campus Internet access

1 2 3 4 5 6
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Rotation converged in 11 iterations.a. 

 

Figure 28 - Rotated Component Matrix for Compatibility 

After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected names for Compatibility’s Factorsand their related variables are shown in table 

8. 
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Table 10 - Extracted Factors of Compatibilityand their Proposed Names 

Name of the extracted 
Factors 

Related Variables 

FC1 Grocery stores 
Cafeterias 
Laundromats 
Public transportation 
Video rentals 
Campus recreation centre and clubs 
Movies 

FC2 Access campus building, Computer & Network Access 
Campus Vendor Machines 
University Bookshop 
Access to Guild Facilities (photocopy, café) 
Access to personal information (enrolment, result, address) 
Student access to relevant course material 

FC3 Banking service (ATMs, payment transactions) 
Electronic purse (debit/credit card) 
Stored value (cash card) 
Off-campus Internet access 

FC4 Health services 
Library loan service, photocopy 
Student/Staff identification 

FC5 Payphones 
Petroleum and service stations 
Campus parking 

FC6 Suitability 

 

3.9.1.3 Triability and related variables 

Table 9 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Triability. 

Table 11 - TR and its related Questions with SPSS tags 

No.of.used.smart.card 
No.of.Smart.Card 
Dur.of.use 

Triability 

Espend.on.Smart.card 
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KMO and Bartlett's Test

.656

315.007
6

.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 29 - KMO and Bartlett's Test forTriability 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 

Communalities

1.000 .726
1.000 .792
1.000 .271
1.000 .516

No.of.used.smart.card
No.of.Smart.Card
Dur.of.use
Espend.on.Smart.card

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 30 – Primary Communalities for Triability 

Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process except Dur.of.use. The value of Extracted Communality for 

variables which are suitable is greater than 0.5. Subsequently Dur.of.use is eliminated and 

the Factor Analysis was run again. 

Communalities

1.000 .788
1.000 .812
1.000 .580

No.of.used.smart.card
No.of.Smart.Card
Espend.on.Smart.card

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 31 - Final Communalities for Triability 
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Total Variance Explained

2.080 69.339 69.339 2.080 69.339 69.339
.677 22.579 91.919
.242 8.081 100.000

Component
1
2
3

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 32 - Total Variance of Triability Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that the remaining variables related to 

Triability form one factor and this factor explains and covers 68.07% of 

TriabilityConstruct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) for Triability 

is suitable. This factor explains 69.339% % of Variance and accordingly this shows its 

importance in forming the construct.  

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to this one factor”.   

Component Matrix a

.888

.901

.693

No.of.used.smart.card
No.of.Smart.Card
Espend.on.Smart.card

1
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
1 components extracted.a. 

 

Figure 33 - Component Matrix for Triability 

 

After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected name for Triability’s Factorand its related variables are shown in table 10. 
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Table 12 - Extracted Factor of Triability 

Name of the extracted 
Factors 

Related Variables 

Triability 
What have you used smart card for?(no. of items) 
How many smart card(s) do you hold? 
On average, how much do you spend on your smart card(s) each 
month? 

3.9.1.4 Visibility and related variables 

Table 11 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Visibility. 

Table 13 - VI and its related Questions with SPSS tags 

Imp.Stu.Reg.Pro 
Sim.Issuing.Card 
Red.Card.Isu.Cost 
Imp.Bul.Sec 
Rec.Stu.Pro 
Acc.Fin.Inf 
Stu.Sel.Man 
Imp.Ser 

Visibility 

Save.Time 

KMO and Bartlett's Test

.831

1023.046
36

.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 34 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for Visibility 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 
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Communalities

1.000 .569
1.000 .809
1.000 .658
1.000 .355
1.000 .492
1.000 .648
1.000 .671
1.000 .651
1.000 .454

Improved students registration process

Simplified issuing of cards in university

Reduced card-issuing cost in university

Improved building access and security in university

Accurate recording of student attendance and progress

Up-to-date access to financial information for students

Student self-management (control over data, privacy issues)

Improved services (faster speed, convenience, security) in university

Save time in university

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 35 - Primary Communalities for Visibility 

Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process except Improved building access and security in university, 

Accurate recording of student attendance and progress andSave Time in university. The 

value of Extracted Communality for variables which are suitable is greater than 0.5. 

Subsequently those variables which got the least value of extraction communalities are 

eliminated till all the communalities become more than 0.5. 

Communalities

1.000 .566
1.000 .824
1.000 .666
1.000 .655
1.000 .690
1.000 .750
1.000 .513

Improved students registration process

Simplified issuing of cards in university

Reduced card-issuing cost in university

Up-to-date access to financial information for students

Student self-management (control over data, privacy issues)

Improved services (faster speed, convenience, security) in university

Save time in university

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 36 - Final Communalities for Visibility 
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Total Variance Explained

3.549 50.704 50.704 3.549 50.704 50.704 2.518 35.970 35.970
1.114 15.915 66.619 1.114 15.915 66.619 2.145 30.649 66.619

.704 10.058 76.678

.607 8.669 85.347

.410 5.859 91.206

.339 4.844 96.050

.277 3.950 100.000

Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

%

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 37 - Total Variance of Visibility Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that the remaining variables related to 

Visibility form two factors and these two factors explain and cover 66.619% of 

VisibilityConstruct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) for Visibility 

is suitable. The first factor explains 35.970% while the second factorexplains 30.649% of 

Variance and accordingly this shows each factor’s importance in forming the construct.  

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to these two factors”.   

Rotated Component Matrixa

.283 .697

.201 .885

.175 .797

.789 .181

.813 .172

.838 .218

.618 .361

Improved students registration process
Simplified issuing of cards in university
Reduced card-issuing cost in university
Up-to-date access to financial information for students
Student self-management (control over data, privacy issues)
Improved services (faster speed, convenience, security) in university
Save time in university

1 2
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Rotation converged in 3 iterations.a. 

 

Figure 38 - Rotated Component Matrix for Visibility 
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After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected names for Visibility’s Factors and their related variables are shown in table 12. 

Table 14 - Extracted Factors of Visibilityand their Proposed Names 

Name of the 
extracted Factors 

Related Variables 

FV1 
Up-to-date access to financial information for students 
Student self-management (control over data, privacy issues) 
Improved services (faster speed, convenience, security) in university 
Save time in university 

FV2 Improved students registration process 
Simplified issuing of cards in university 
Reduced card-issuing cost in university 

3.9.1.5 Image and related variables 

Table 13 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Image. 

Table 15 - IM and its related Questions with SPSS tags 

Image 
Fam.Name 
Giv.Name 
Stu.Nu 
Date.Birth 
Guild.Exp.Date 
Enrolment.Date 
Rec.Exp.Date 
Stu.Status 

Image 

Signature 
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KMO and Bartlett's Test

.694

683.220
45

.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 39 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for Image 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 

Communalities

1.000 .398
1.000 .716
1.000 .673
1.000 .306
1.000 .448
1.000 .753
1.000 .687
1.000 .655
1.000 .627
1.000 .600

Image of the card holder
Family name of card holder
Given name of the card holder
Student Number (unique number)
Date of Birth
Guild Expiry Date
Enrolment Date
Recreation centre expiry date
Student status (full-time, part-time, undergraduate,postgraduate)
Card holder's signature sample

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 40 - Primary Communalities for Image 

Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process except Image of the card holder, Student Number andDate of 

birth. The value of Extracted Communality for variables which are suitable is greater 

than 0.5. Subsequently those variables which got the least value of extraction 

communalities are eliminated till all the communalities become more than 0.5. 
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Communalities

1.000 .811
1.000 .806
1.000 .775
1.000 .701
1.000 .703
1.000 .677
1.000 .637

Family name of card holder
Given name of the card holder
Guild Expiry Date
Enrolment Date
Recreation centre expiry date
Student status (full-time, part-time, undergraduate,postgraduate)
Card holder's signature sample

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 41 - Final Communalities for Image 

Total Variance Explained

2.373 33.900 33.900 2.373 33.900 33.900 2.072 29.601 29.601
1.645 23.497 57.398 1.645 23.497 57.398 1.625 23.214 52.815
1.093 15.618 73.015 1.093 15.618 73.015 1.414 20.200 73.015

.684 9.778 82.793

.427 6.104 88.897

.400 5.714 94.610

.377 5.390 100.000

Component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

%

Initial Eigenvalues
Extraction Sums of Squared

Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 42 - Total Variance of Image Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that the remaining variables related to 

Image form three factors and these three factors explain and cover 73.015% of 

ImageConstruct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) for Image is 

suitable. The first factor explains 29.601% while the second factorexplains 23.214% of 

Variance and the third factor explains 20.200% of Variance, accordingly this shows each 

factor’s importance in forming the construct.  

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to these three factors”.   
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Rotated Component Matrixa

-.017 .900 .023
.024 .895 .073
.876 .012 -.087
.784 .044 .291
.810 -.042 .211
.092 .102 .811
.155 -.008 .783

Family name of card holder
Given name of the card holder
Guild Expiry Date
Enrolment Date
Recreation centre expiry date
Student status (full-time, part-time, undergraduate,postgraduate)
Card holder's signature sample

1 2 3
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Rotation converged in 4 iterations.a. 

 

Figure 43 - Rotated Component Matrix for Image 

After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected names for Image’s Factors and their related variables are shown in table 14. 

Table 16 - Extracted Factors of Image and their Proposed Names 

Name of the extracted 
Factors 

Related Variables 

FI1 
Guild Expiry Date 
Enrolment Date 
Recreation centre expiry date 

FI2 Family name of card holder 
Given name of the card holder 
 

FI3 Student status (full-time, part-time, undergraduate, postgraduate) 
Card holder's signature sample 

 

3.9.1.6 Information and related variables 

Table 15 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Information. 
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Table 17 - IN and its related Questions with SPSS tags 

Availability 
Clarity Information 
Communication 

KMO and Bartlett's Test

.623

125.883
3

.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 44 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for Information 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 

Communalities

1.000 .665
1.000 .644
1.000 .452

Availability
Clarity
Communication

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 45 - Primary Communalities for Information 

Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process except Communication. The value of Extracted Communality 

for variables which are suitable is greater than 0.5. Subsequently those variables which 

got the least value of extraction communalities are eliminated till all the communalities 

become more than 0.5. 
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Communalities

1.000 .749
1.000 .749

Availability
Clarity

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 46 - Final Communalities for Information 

Total Variance Explained

1.498 74.908 74.908 1.498 74.908 74.908
.502 25.092 100.000

Component
1
2

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 47 - Total Variance of Information Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that the remaining variables related to 

Information form one factor and this factor explains and covers 74.908% of 

InformationConstruct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) for 

Information is suitable. This factor explains 74.908% % of Variance and accordingly this 

shows its importance in forming the construct.  

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to this one factor”.  

Component Matrixa

.865

.865
Availability
Clarity

1
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
1 components extracted.a. 

 

Figure 48 - Rotated Component Matrix for Information 
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After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected name for Information’sFactor and its related variables are shown in table 16. 

Table 18 - Extracted Factor of Information 

Name of the extracted Factors Related Variables 
Information Availability 

Clarity 

3.9.1.7 Perceived usefulness and related variables 

Table 17 shows the list of tags for the questions associated with Perceived 

usefulness. 

Table 19 - PU and its related Questions with SPSS tags 

Controllability 
Flexibility Perceived usefulness 
Reliability 

KMO and Bartlett's Test

.653

151.201
3

.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 49 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for Perceived usefulness 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 
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Communalities

1.000 .545
1.000 .680
1.000 .623

Controllability
Flexibility
Reliability

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 50 - Communalities for Perceived usefulness 

Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process. The reason is that, all the values of Extracted Communality 

for variables are greater than 0.5. 

Total Variance Explained

1.848 61.601 61.601 1.848 61.601 61.601
.656 21.873 83.474
.496 16.526 100.000

Component
1
2
3

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 51 - Total Variance of Perceived usefulness Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that the remaining variables related to 

Perceived usefulness form one factor and this factor explains and covers 61.601% of 

Perceived usefulness Construct. This indicates that the Validity of Variables (questions) 

for Perceived usefulness is suitable. This factor explains 61.601% % of Variance and 

accordingly this shows its importance in forming the construct.  

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to this one factor”. 
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Component Matrixa

.738

.825

.789

Controllability
Flexibility
Reliability

1
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
1 components extracted.a. 

 

Figure 52 - Component Matrix for Perceived usefulness 

After the factors and their related variables become specified, a suitable name is 

selected for each factor according to context and nature of its forming questions. The 

Selected name for Perceived usefulness’sFactor and its related variables are shown in 

table 18. 

Table 20 - Extracted Factor of Perceived usefulness 

Name of the 
extracted Factor Related Variables 

Perceived usefulness 
Controllability 
Flexibility 
Reliability 

 

3.9.2 Conceptual Model with second phase Exploratory Factor 
Analysis (18 Factors extracted from the first phase) 

After computing Factors’ grades by simple average method, the second phase 

Exploratory Factor Analysis is conducted. 16 factors extracted from the first phase along 

with 2 remaining factors (the 2 remaining constructs which where single questioned) 

were entered into Factor Analysis. 
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KMO and Bartlett's Test

.830

1721.912
153
.000

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy.

Approx. Chi-Square
df
Sig.

Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity

 

Figure 53 - KMO and Bartlett's Test for 2nd Order EFA 

Considering the value of KMO (greater than 0.6) and Significant value of 

Bartlett’s Test (Sig. <0.05) factor analysis is appropriate for these data. 

Communalities

1.000 .556
1.000 .710
1.000 .545
1.000 .522
1.000 .518
1.000 .498
1.000 .682
1.000 .577
1.000 .571
1.000 .569
1.000 .626
1.000 .758
1.000 .572
1.000 .679
1.000 .659
1.000 .257
1.000 .617
1.000 .849

FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
FC5
FC6
information
usefulness
Sel.des
Conformity
FRA1
FRA2
FV1
FV2
FI1
FI2
FI3
Triability

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 54 – Primary Communalities for2ndOrder EFA 

Table of communalities shows that Variables related to this construct are suitable 

for Factor Analysis process except FC6andFI2. The value of Extracted Communality for 

variables which are suitable is greater than 0.5. Subsequently those variables which got 
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the least value of extraction communalities are eliminated till all the communalities 

become more than 0.5. 

 

Communalities

1.000 .586
1.000 .723
1.000 .554
1.000 .517
1.000 .535
1.000 .664
1.000 .630
1.000 .575
1.000 .592
1.000 .624
1.000 .793
1.000 .577
1.000 .713
1.000 .684
1.000 .621
1.000 .889

FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
FC5
information
usefulness
Sel.des
Conformity
FRA1
FRA2
FV1
FV2
FI1
FI3
Triability

Initial Extraction

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 55 - Final Communalities for2ndOrder EFA 
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Total Variance Explained

5.209 32.557 32.557 5.209 32.557 32.557 2.989 18.679 18.679

1.518 9.489 42.046 1.518 9.489 42.046 2.949 18.430 37.109

1.327 8.292 50.338 1.327 8.292 50.338 1.887 11.796 48.905

1.178 7.359 57.697 1.178 7.359 57.697 1.343 8.391 57.295

1.046 6.540 64.238 1.046 6.540 64.238 1.111 6.942 64.238

.891 5.571 69.809

.737 4.603 74.412

.681 4.256 78.668

.604 3.774 82.442

.572 3.572 86.014

.518 3.236 89.250

.433 2.705 91.955

.385 2.406 94.361

.350 2.189 96.550

.312 1.947 98.497

.240 1.503 100.000

Compone
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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11
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16

Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

% Total
% of

Variance
Cumulative

%

Initial Eigenvalues action Sums of Squared Loadation Sums of Squared Loadi

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
 

Figure 56 - Total Variance Explained by Extracted Factors 

Total Variance Explained Table shows that these remaining variables form five 

factors and these five factors explain and cover 64.238% of total Variance. The 

percentage of total variance covered by each factor and accordingly their importance in 

forming the Intention to Adopt Smart Card are as follows: 

• 1st. Factor: 18.679% 

• 2nd. Factor: 18.430% 

• 3rd. Factor: 11.796% 

• 4th. Factor: 8.391% 
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• 5th. Factor: 6.942% 

Following is the Rotated ComponentMatrix which shows that; “which Variables 

(questions) with what Loading Factor are related to these five factors”. 

Rotated Component Matrixa

.742 .035 .138 .052 -.116

.684 .452 -.005 .084 .209

.690 .267 .072 -.016 -.043

.685 .145 .122 .051 .092

.696 .019 .221 .010 -.021

.152 .783 .133 .094 .036

.189 .750 .118 .022 -.133

.169 .708 .067 -.068 .189

.058 .728 .155 .078 -.169

.460 .358 .471 .024 .249

.148 .033 .874 .077 -.017

.405 .442 .434 -.127 .117

.209 .335 .746 .019 .033
-.014 .015 -.017 .826 .034
.097 .057 .076 .776 .006

-.002 -.057 .055 .043 .939

FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
FC5
information
usefulness
Sel.des
Conformity
FRA1
FRA2
FV1
FV2
FI1
FI3
Triability

1 2 3 4 5
Component

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

Rotation converged in 5 iterations.a. 
 

Figure 57 - Rotation Component Matrix for 2ndorder EFA 
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After the Factors (2nd order) and their related variables (1st order factors) become 

specified, a suitable name is selected for each Factor according to context and nature of 

its forming questions (1st order factors). The Selected names and their related variables 

are shown in table 19. 

Table 21 - Factors Extracted from 2nd order EFA and their Proposed Names 

Factor’s Name Related Variables 

Compatibility 

FC1 
FC2 
FC3 
FC4 
FC5 

Perception of 
Smart Card 

Concept 

Information 
Usefulness 
Self-descriptiveness (easy to understand & use) 
Conformity to User Expectations 

Relative Advantage and 
its Impression on 
Academic Users 

FRA1 
FRA2 
FV1 
FV2 

Image 
FI1 
FI3 

Triability Triability 

 

These 2nd order factors are the explored constructs for building the Intention to 

Adopt Smart Card.  

3.10 Structural Equation Modeling 

Structural Equation Modeling is a very general and powerful multivariate analysis 

technique that includes specialized versions of some other analysis methods as special 

cases. SEM serves for purposes similar to multiple regression, but in a more powerful 

way which takes into account the modeling of interactions, nonlinearities, correlated 

independents, measurement error, correlated error terms, multiple latent independents 
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each measured by multiple indicators, and one or more latent dependents also each with 

multiple indicators. SEM may be used as a more powerful alternative to multiple 

regression, path analysis, factor analysis, time series analysis, and analysis of covariance. 

In other words, these procedures may be seen as special cases of SEM, or, to put it 

another way, SEM is an extension of the general linear model (GLM) of which multiple 

regression is a part.(Gefen, Straub et al. 2000) 

Advantages of SEM compared to multiple regression include more flexibility in 

assumptions (particularly allowing interpretation even in the face of multicollinearity), 

use of confirmatory factor analysis to reduce measurement error by having multiple 

indicators per latent variable, the attraction of SEM's graphical modeling interface, the 

desirability of testing models overall rather than coefficients individually, the ability to 

test models with multiple dependents, the ability to model mediating variables rather than 

be restricted to an additive model (in OLS regression the dependent is a function of the 

Var1 effect plus the Var2 effect plus the Var3 effect, etc.), the ability to model error 

terms, the ability to test coefficients across multiple between-subjects groups, and ability 

to handle difficult data (time series with autocorrelated error, non-normal data, 

incomplete data). Moreover, where ever regression is highly susceptible to error of 

interpretation by misspecification, the SEM strategy of comparing alternative models to 

assess relative model fit makes it more robust.(Kline 2005) 

SEM is usually viewed as a confirmatory rather than exploratory procedure. SEM 

cannot itself draw causal arrows in models or resolve causal ambiguities, therefore, 

theoretical insight and judgment by the researcher is still of utmost importance.(Kline 

2005) 

SEM is a family of statistical techniques that incorporates and integrates path 

analysis and factor analysis. In fact, use of SEM software for a model in which each 

variable has only one indicator is a type of path analysis. Use of SEM software for a 

model in which each variable has multiple indicators but there are no direct effects 

(arrows) connecting the variables is a type of factor analysis. Usually, however, SEM 
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refers to a hybrid model with both multiple indicators for each variable (called latent 

variables or factors), and paths specified connecting the latent variables.(Anderson and 

Gerbing 1988; Byrne 1998) 

3.11Summary of Research Methodology 

Research Purpose
Descriptive 

    
    

Research 
Approach 

Quantitative 
    
    

Research 
Strategy 
Survey 

    
    

Data Collection 
Primary Data 

(Questionnaire) 
    
    
Sample Selection 

Probability 
    
    

Data Analysis 
Within-case 

Analysis 
    
    
Research Purpose

Descriptive 

Figure 58 - Summary of Research Methodology 
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Chapter IV 

Data Analysis 

 

4. Data Analysis 

 

In this chapter the descriptive and analytical analysis of this research will be 

presented. In this regard, first some descriptive statistics regarding the demographic and 

social characteristics of the sample are brought, and then, the main research hypothesis 

will be demonstrated by performing the Structural Equations Modeling (SEM) with 

LISREL. After that some second group hypothesis will be examined.     
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4.1 Descriptive statistics 

The study was performed among the TarbiatModares University (TMU). Before 

starting the analysis of the answers, to give readers a better vision about respondentssome 

descriptive statistics about the personal information of therespondents were prepared. 

Table 22 - Gender of the respondents 

Gender Frequency Percent 
Female 83 27.4 
Male 220 72.6 

Valid 
 
 Total 303 100.0 

27.4

72.6

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

FemaleMale
 

Figure 59 - Gender of the respondents (percentage) 

Table 23 - Age of the respondents 

Age for attendant Frequency Percent 
Under 22 3 1.0 
22 to 24 59 19.5 
24 to 26 132 43.6 
26 to 28 58 19.1 
Over 28 51 16.8 

Valid 
 
 
 
 
 Total 303 100.0 
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Figure 60 - Age of the respondents (percentage) 

Table 24 - Acquaintance with computer of the respondents 

Computer experience in years Frequency Percent 
Under 3 years 16 5.3 
3 to 4 years 23 7.6 
5 to 6 years 65 21.5 
7 to 8 years 55 18.2 
More than 8 years 144 47.5 

Valid 
 
 
 
 
 Total 303 100.0 
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Figure 61 - Acquaintance with computer of the respondents (percentage) 

Table 25 - Descriptive Statistics regarding the five constructs of the explored model 

N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 
 Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Statistic 
Triability 303 .00 4.67 1.7987 .05635 .98086 .962
Compatibility 303 2.78 5.20 4.3914 .03009 .52372 .274
Perception of Smart 
Card Concept 302 1.96 5.00 4.1376 .03530 .61350 .376

Relative 
Advantage&It’s 
Impression on 
Academic Users 

303 1.42 5.00 4.3701 .03285 .57180 .327

Image 303 1.00 5.00 3.1892 .05499 .95718 .916
Valid N (listwise) 302  
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4.2Measurement Model (1st Order CFA) 

Conceptual Model for measuringthe indicators of Intention to Adopt with 5 

Factors extracted from the second phase Exploratory Factor Analysis in below: 

 

Figure 62 – Intention to Adopt Measurement Conceptual Model 

Measurement model of Intention to Adopt (IA) with the use of confirmatory 

factor analysis in the non-standard estimate condition has shown in below: 
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Figure 63 - IA Measurement Model in Non-Standard estimate condition 

Fundamental question arises that whether this is a suitable measurement model 

for Intention to Adopt? To respond this question, 
2χ statistics and other suitable standards 

must be taken into consideration. 
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With regarded to the following results that have been acquired from the output of 

LISREL software. 

085.0

19.3
94

78.300
94

78.300

2

2

=

==

=
=

RMSEA
df

df
χ

χ

 

With a glance on the output results of LISREL in non-standard estimated part, we 

find that measurement tool for constructs of intention to adopt is a suitable tool because 

ratio of 
df

2χ (3.19) will be nearly 3 with a little difference to the authorized limit and 

RMSEA of the model will be equal to 0.08 which isdesired. 

By considering the corrections suggested by LISREL, the model will be 

improved. The LISREL suggested corrections are shown in figure 64.  
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Figure 64 - Suggested Corrections by LISREL 
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Figure 65 - Standard estimate of IA Measurement Model 
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In order to compare the observer variables related to the 5 latent variables 

available in measurement model (Compatibility, Perception of Smart Card Concept, 

Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users, Image andTriability) the 

standard estimation of the model would be brought. Regarding the output,since the 

measurement units of the variables are similar, possibility of the comparison among 

observer variables related to one latent variable is provided. Thus, through this output as 

well as with attention to acquired factor loads (Factor loading =correlation between latent 

variable and observer variable) we can conclude that among the observer variables 

related to Compatibility variable, FC2question would possess highest percentage of 

correlation. In other words, the highest variance percentage of Compatibilityvariable will 

be explained through FC2question. On the other sideFC5 question possess the lowest 

correlation ratio with the Compatibilityvariable. In the rest of the questions related to 

Perception of Smart Card Concept variable, questionInformation(INFORMI) and 

questions Self descriptiveness (SEL.DES) and Conformity to Users Expectations 

(CONFORMI), in the Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Usersvariable 

question FRA1andFRA2 andin the Image variable questions FI3 andFI1possess the 

highest and the lowest correlation, respectively. Similarly, with attention to the acquired 

factor loads in confirmatory factor analysis model; we found that factor loads of all the 

questions are higher than 0.50, which is much suitable. Moreover, it must be mentioned 

that between some of the Intention to Adopt dimensions, there is a significant and 

positive relations. 
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Figure 66 - t-value estimation of Measurement Model 
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As the figure 65 shows, all the Compatibility key elements, FC1…FC2 strengthen 

the effectiveness of Compatibilityin measuring the Intention to Adopt. The trend is the 

same with Perception of Smart Card, Relative Advantage and its Impression on 

Academic Users and Triability; moreover, the figure shows that the impacts of FI1 and 

FI3 on the Image effectiveness are not significant. It also appears that the errors for FI3 

and TRIABILI are not significant. Table 24 shows the result of test of hypothesis for the 

Measurement model.  

 

Table 26 - Summery of test of hypothesis for Measurement model 

# Path Coefficient t-value conclusion 
1 FC1 on Compatibility effectiveness 0.60 10.53 Significant positive effect 
2 FC2 on Compatibility effectiveness 0.78 14.92 Significant positive effect 
3 FC3 on Compatibility effectiveness 0.68 12.37 Significant positive effect 
4 FC4 on Compatibility effectiveness 0.64 11.38 Significant positive effect 
5 FC5 on Compatibility effectiveness 0.58 10.26 Significant positive effect 
6 Information on Perception of Smart 

Card Concept effectiveness 
075 13.76 Significant positive effect 

7 Perceived Usefulness on Perception 

of Smart Card Concepteffectiveness 
0.71 12.92 Significant positive effect 

8 Self Descriptiveness on Perception 

of Smart Card Concept 

effectiveness  

0.65 11.47 Significant positive effect 

90 Conformity with user’s 

Expectations on Perception of 

Smart Card Concept effectiveness 

0.65 11.59 Significant positive effect 

10 FRA1 on Relative Advantage and 

its Impression on Academic Users  

effectiveness 

0.78 14.94 Significant positive effect 

11 FRA2 on Relative Advantage and 0.52 9.05 Significant positive effect 
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its Impression on Academic Users  

effectiveness 
12 FV1 on Relative Advantage and its 

Impression on Academic Users  

effectiveness 

0.75 14.08 Significant positive effect 

13 FV2 on Relative Advantage and its 

Impression on Academic Users  

effectiveness 

0.68 12.37 Significant positive effect 

14 FI1 on Image effectiveness 0.26 1.34 No significant effect 
15 FI3 on Image effectiveness 1.16 1.39 No significant effect 
16 Triability on Traibility effectiveness 1.00 Fixed Significant positive effect 

 

4.3Main Hypothesis (2nd order CFA) 

Conceptual Model for Intention to Adopt Smart Card in second phase Conformity 

Factor Analysis (CFA) is shown in below:  
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Figure 67 - Intention to AdoptSmart Card Conceptual Model 
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Figure 68 - Non-Standard estimate for Intention to Adopt Smart Card 

Again the basic question is that whether this is a suitable measurement model for 

Intention to Adopt? To respond this question, 
2χ statistics and other suitable standards 

must be taken into consideration. 
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With regarded to the following results that have been acquired from the output of 

LISREL software. 
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With a glance on the output results of LISREL in non-standard estimated part, we 

find that measurement tool of intention to adopt is a suitable tool because ratio of 

df

2χ (2.88) will be nearly 3 with a little difference to the authorized limit and RMSEA of 

the model will be equal to 0.079 which is less than 0.08 and desired. 
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Figure 69 - Standard estimate for Intention to Adopt Smart Card 

In order to compare the latent variables indicating the Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card (Compatibility, Perception of Smart Card Concept, Relative Advantage and its 

Impression on Academic Users, Image andTriability) the standard estimation of the 
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model would be useful. Regarding the output, since the measurement units of the 

variables are similar, possibility of the comparison among latent variables related to 

Intention to Adopt is provided. Thus, through this output as well as with attention to 

acquired factor loads (Factor loading =correlation between latent variable and observer 

variable) we can conclude that among the latent variables related to Intention to Adopt, 

Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users would possess highest 

percentage of correlation. In other words, the highest variance percentage of Intention to 

Adopt will be explained through Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic 

Users. On the other sideImage possess the lowest correlation ratio with the Intention to 

Adopt.  
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Figure 70 - t-value Model for Intention to Adopt Smart Card 

As the figure 69 shows, among the Intention to Adopt key elements, 

Compatibility, Perception of Smart Card Concept and Relative Advantage and its 

Impression on Academic Users strengthen the reinforced the Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card among the students in the survey; moreover, the figure shows that the impacts of 
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Image and Triability on the Intention to Adopt Smart Card are not significant. Table 25 

shows the result of test of hypothesis for the second research model. 

Table 27 - Summery of test of hypothesis for Intention to Adopt model 

# Path Coefficient t-value Conclusion 
1 Compatibility on Intention to Adopt 

Smart Card 
0.82 8.85 Significant positive effect 

2 Perception of Smart Card on Intention 

to Adopt Smart Card 
0.74 9.92 Significant positive effect 

3 Relative Advantage and its Impression 

on Academic Users on Intention to 

Adopt Smart Card 

0.94 12.34 Significant positive effect 

4 Image on Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card 
0.09 0.26 No significant effect 

5 Triability on Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card 
0.21 1.21 No significant effect 

4.3Second group hypothesis 

4.3.1 one-sample t-test regarding Five Constructs of the 
Explored Model 

3:
3:

1

0

≠
=

μ
μ

H
H
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One-Sample Statistics

303 4.3914 .52372 .03009
302 4.1376 .61350 .03530

303 4.3701 .57180 .03285

303 3.1892 .95718 .05499
303 1.7987 .98086 .05635

Compatibility
perception of smart card concept
relative advantage & its impression
on academic users
Image
Triability

N Mean
Std.

Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 

Figure 71 - One-Samples Statistics 

One-Sample Test

46.244 302 .000 1.39135 1.3321 1.4506
32.223 301 .000 1.13756 1.0681 1.2070

41.708 302 .000 1.37008 1.3054 1.4347

3.441 302 .001 .18922 .0810 .2974
-21.319 302 .000 -1.20132 -1.3122 -1.0904

Compatibility
perception of smart card concept
relative advantage & its
impression on academic users
Image
Triability

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

Test Value = 3

 

Figure 72 - One-Sample Test regarding five Constructs of IA 

Table 28 - Constructs condition table 

Constructs Condition 
Compatibility Reasonable and Bigger than 3 
Perception of smart card concept Reasonable and Bigger than 3 
Relative advantage & impression on 
academic users Reasonable and Bigger than 3 

Image (Image) Reasonable and Bigger than 3 
Triability Unreasonable and Less than 3 

4.3.2 Comparing Nine Constructs according to Gender 
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Group Statistics

83 4.4870 .46586 .05113
220 4.3553 .54056 .03644

82 4.1077 .68208 .07532

220 4.1487 .58718 .03959

83 4.4518 .50952 .05593
220 4.3392 .59176 .03990

83 3.1285 .98561 .10818
220 3.2121 .94752 .06388

83 2.0442 .96661 .10610
220 1.7061 .97233 .06555

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

Compatibility

perception of smart
card concept

relative advantage &
impression

Image

Triability

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 

Figure 73 - Group Statistics according to Gender 

Independent Samples Test

3.016 .083 1.962 301 .051 .13174 .06715 -.00040 .26388

2.098 170.035 .037 .13174 .06279 .00778 .25569

3.736 .054 -.515 300 .607 -.04095 .07947 -.19735 .11545

-.481 128.308 .631 -.04095 .08509 -.20932 .12742

.714 .399 1.532 301 .127 .11256 .07349 -.03206 .25719

1.639 170.188 .103 .11256 .06870 -.02305 .24818

.756 .385 -.677 301 .499 -.08361 .12341 -.32647 .15925

-.665 142.657 .507 -.08361 .12564 -.33196 .16474

.407 .524 2.704 301 .007 .33812 .12505 .09203 .58420

2.711 148.456 .007 .33812 .12472 .09167 .58457

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

Compatibility

perception of smart
card concept

relative advantage &
impression

Image

Triability

F Sig.

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means

 

Figure 74 - Independent Samples Test according to Gender 

Table 29 - Comparing table of constructs regarding Gender 

Constructs Comparison result 
Compatibility Equal 
Perception of smart card concept Equal 
Relative advantage & impression on Equal 
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academic users 
Image Equal 
Triability Women are More than Men 

 

4.3.3 Comparing Five Constructs according to Age 

 

 

ANOVA

1.320 4 .330 1.206 .308

81.515 298 .274
82.834 302

.990 4 .248 .655 .624

112.301 297 .378
113.291 301

.571 4 .143 .434 .784

98.169 298 .329

98.740 302

3.450 4 .863 .941 .441

273.243 298 .917
276.693 302

12.448 4 3.112 3.335 .011

278.104 298 .933
290.553 302

Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

Compatibility

perception of smart
card concept

relative advantage&
imperssion

Image

Triability

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

 

Figure 75 - ANOVA test according to Age Groups 

The age groups’ mean are different just in Triability Construct. 

different are groups Age least twoAt :
:

1

543210

H
H μμμμμ ====
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Multiple Comparisons

Dependent Variable: Triability
Tukey HSD

.75141 .57175 .683 -.8178 2.3206

.57576 .56405 .846 -.9723 2.1238

.60345 .57199 .829 -.9664 2.1733

.13072 .57391 .999 -1.4444 1.7059
-.75141 .57175 .683 -2.3206 .8178
-.17565 .15129 .774 -.5909 .2396
-.14796 .17863 .922 -.6382 .3423
-.62069* .18471 .008 -1.1276 -.1138
-.57576 .56405 .846 -2.1238 .9723
.17565 .15129 .774 -.2396 .5909
.02769 .15218 1.000 -.3900 .4454

-.44504* .15928 .044 -.8822 -.0079
-.60345 .57199 .829 -2.1733 .9664
.14796 .17863 .922 -.3423 .6382

-.02769 .15218 1.000 -.4454 .3900
-.47273 .18544 .083 -.9817 .0362
-.13072 .57391 .999 -1.7059 1.4444
.62069* .18471 .008 .1138 1.1276
.44504* .15928 .044 .0079 .8822
.47273 .18544 .083 -.0362 .9817

(J) Age for attendent
22 to 24
24 to 26
26 to 28
Over 28
Under 22
24 to 26
26 to 28
Over 28
Under 22
22 to 24
26 to 28
Over 28
Under 22
22 to 24
24 to 26
Over 28
Under 22
22 to 24
24 to 26
26 to 28

(I) Age for attendent
Under 22

22 to 24

24 to 26

26 to 28

Over 28

Mean
Difference

(I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound

95% Confidence Interval

The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.*. 
 

Figure 76 - Multiple Comparisons for Triability according to Age Groups 

As you can see the Triability Value in “22 to 24” and “24 to 26” Age groups are 

less than “over 28” group. 
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4.3.4 Comparing Five Constructs according to Computer 
Experience 

ANOVA

1.069 4 .267 .974 .422

81.766 298 .274
82.834 302

2.490 4 .623 1.669 .157

110.801 297 .373
113.291 301

.390 4 .097 .295 .881

98.351 298 .330

98.740 302

6.300 4 1.575 1.736 .142

270.393 298 .907
276.693 302

10.352 4 2.588 2.752 .028

280.200 298 .940
290.553 302

Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

Compatibility

perception of smart
card concept
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Image
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Sum of
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Figure 77 - ANOVA test according to Computer Experience 

The age groups’ mean are the same in all constructs expect Triability. 
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Multiple Comparisons

Dependent Variable: Triability
Tukey HSD

-.25996 .31567 .923 -1.1263 .6064
-.32853 .27062 .743 -1.0712 .4142
-.48447 .27543 .400 -1.2404 .2715
-.64815 .25553 .085 -1.3495 .0532
.25996 .31567 .923 -.6064 1.1263

-.06856 .23526 .998 -.7142 .5771
-.22451 .24078 .884 -.8854 .4363
-.38818 .21774 .386 -.9858 .2094
.32853 .27062 .743 -.4142 1.0712
.06856 .23526 .998 -.5771 .7142

-.15594 .17766 .905 -.6435 .3316
-.31962 .14490 .180 -.7173 .0781
.48447 .27543 .400 -.2715 1.2404
.22451 .24078 .884 -.4363 .8854
.15594 .17766 .905 -.3316 .6435

-.16368 .15371 .824 -.5855 .2582
.64815 .25553 .085 -.0532 1.3495
.38818 .21774 .386 -.2094 .9858
.31962 .14490 .180 -.0781 .7173
.16368 .15371 .824 -.2582 .5855

(J) Computer
experience in years
3 to 4 years
5 to 6 years
7 to 8 years
More than 8 years
Under 3 years
5 to 6 years
7 to 8 years
More than 8 years
Under 3 years
3 to 4 years
7 to 8 years
More than 8 years
Under 3 years
3 to 4 years
5 to 6 years
More than 8 years
Under 3 years
3 to 4 years
5 to 6 years
7 to 8 years

(I) Computer
experience in years
Under 3 years

3 to 4 years

5 to 6 years

7 to 8 years

More than 8 years

Mean
Difference

(I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound

95% Confidence Interval

 

Figure 78 - Multiple Comparisons for Triability according to Computer Experience 

Triability

Tukey HSDa,b

16 1.3125
23 1.5725 1.5725
65 1.6410 1.6410
55 1.7970 1.7970

144 1.9606
.239 .464

Computer
experience in years
Under 3 years
3 to 4 years
5 to 6 years
7 to 8 years
More than 8 years
Sig.

N 1 2
Subset for alpha = .05

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 34.132.a. 

The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.

b. 

 

Figure 79 - Homogeneous Subsets for Triability 
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Triability value for the students with more than 8 years computer experience is 

more than the ones with less than 3 years experience with computer. 

4.3.4 Friedman Test for ranking Image’s elements 

 

 

 

Figure 80 - Ranking of Image elements 

Results from the Friedman test show that students’ priority regarding the features 

to be included on the university smart card starts with theirFamily Name, Student 

No.,Given Name,… and end with Recreation Center Expiry Date. 

4.3.4 Friedman Test for ranking Compatibility’s elements 
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Figure 81 - Ranking of Compatibility elements 

Friedman test results demonstrates that students of TMU prefer to have their 

library and photocopy card as well as student identification included in their university 

smart card as their first criteria among the above listed services. Moreover, to have the 

grocery stores included as a service in the university smart card is the last priority.   

4.4 Intention to Adopt Rate 

Figure 82 and table shows the rate of Intention to Adopt University Smart Card 
according to its score base on the scores of Five representative Constructs (Compatibility, 
Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users, Perception of Smart Card 
Concept, Triability and Image).  

Table 30 - Descriptive Statistics for Intention to Adopt Smart Card 

 N Range Min Max Mean SD Variance
Intention to 

Adopt  303 2.33 2.22 4.55 3.5770 0.41499 0.172 
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Figure 82 – Score for Intention to Adopt University Smart Card according to Five 

Constructs Scores 

More than that there was a specific question in the questionnaire regarding the 

respondent’s opinion regarding the University Smart Card, whichwas: 

“Do you think there are needs for smart card in university environment?” 

Table 31 and figure 83 show the descriptive statistics for this question.  
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Table 31 - Decriptive Statistics for the Question regarding Intention to Adopt University 

Smart Card 

 Frequency Percent 
No 9 3.0
Yes 294 97.0

answers 

Total 303 100.0

9

294

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

No Yes
 

Figure 83 - Decriptive Statistics for the Question regarding Intention to Adopt University 

Smart Card 
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Chapter V 

Conclusions and Implications 

 

5. Conclusions and Implications 

 

In this chapter, the research findings will be presented with attention to the 

collected data and statistical analysis. Subsequently, the necessary suggestions will be 

offered in two sections as suggestions based on research findings and suggestions for 

future researches. 

According to the above descriptions, this chapter consists of: 
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• Study of the hypothetical results and statistical tests 

• Presentation of Suggestions 

5.1 Study of the research findings 

5.1.1 StructuralEquationsModel (SEM) 

In this section the results from the Confirmatory Factor Analysis of both Intention 

to Adopt Smart Card Measurement Model and Main Hypothesis (1st and 2nd order CFA) 

will be reviewed.   

5.1.1.1 Confirmatory factor analysis of Intention to Adopt 
measurement tool 

The reliability results and a exploratory factor analysis (Chapter 3) as well as 

confirmatory factor analysis (Chapter 4) of both Intention to Adopt measurement tool and 

main explored research model showed that both of them possess suitable reliability and 

validity with regard to balanced indicators in the structural equations model (like Chi-

square, RMSEA and GFI). 

5.1.1.2 Causal relations according to SEM 

The results of SEM showed that Compatibility, Relative Advantage and its 

Impression on Academic Users and Perception of Smart Card Concept possessed 

significant effect on the reinforcingthe TMU students’ Intention to Adopt Smart Card. 

Among these constructs the Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users 

has the most importance in forming the Intention to Adopt. It appears that; Relative 

Advantages of University Smart Card and its future visibility or Impression has the most 

important role in encouraging the students to Adopt. 

Moreover Image and Triabilityhave no significant impact on Intention to Adopt 

Smart Card among TMU students. These results show that; Iranian culture, which was 
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somehow represented by Image, has got nothing to do with the students Intention to 

Adopt Smart card. Also the Triability which is an index for the users’ familiarity or their 

previous experiences with the similar technology has got no significant effect on their 

Intention to Adopt. 

5.1.2 Friedman test 

The Friedman test performed for Image construct set forth that the students’ 

mostto least important features on their university smart card are as follows: 

1st Family Name 
2nd Student No. 
3rd Given Name 
4th Image 
5th Student Status 
6th Signature Sample 
7th Date of Birth 
8th Enrolment Date 
9th Guild Expiry Date 

10th Recreation Expiry 
Date 

It means that from the cultural point of view, for TMU (Iranian) students it is 

more important to have their Family and Given name, Student no. printed on their 

university smart card than their Guild or Recreation Expiry date.  

Likewise Compatibility elements, which were the possible services or applications 

to be included on the university smart card, demonstrate that the most favorable services 

are Library loan service and photocopy, Student identification, Banking service (ATMs, 

payment transactions)and Electronic purse (debit/credit card)respectively. Whereas 

applications such asGrocerystores, Videoclubs and Laundromatshave the least 

importance for TMU students respectively.  
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5.1.3 Variance analysis test and post Hoc comparisons 

Comparing Five Constructs of Intention to Adopt Smart Card according to Age 

showed that none of the constructs were affected by age except Triability. The Triability 

Value in “22 to 24” and “24 to 26” Age groups is less than “over 28” group. It means that 

this factor is dependent to age, but, the other forming factors of Intention to Adopt which 

are Compatibility, Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users, Perception 

of Smart Card Concept and Image are independent from Age. It seems that triability 

grows with Age.   

The same trend goes on with the students’ experience with computer. All the 

constructs are independent from the students’ Experience with computer except 

Triability. The results set forth that Triability value for the students with more than 8 

years computer experience is more than the ones with less than 3 years experience with 

computer. Again it seems that triability grows with the students’ experience with 

computer.  

5.2 Suggestions 

With respect to the acquired results from the data analysis, the suggestions of the 

present research are presented in following sections. 

5.2.1 Suggestions regarding the Research Model 

As it was explained in Literature Review chapter the nearest and best model to 

our work was the Intention to Adopt model which was used in a research done by Hui 

Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. in 2003 and also to other researches in 2001 (Aubert and 

Hamel 2001; Plouffe, Vandenbosch et al. 2001). This model was used in Nanyang 

Technological University (NTU, Singapore) and Murdoch University (MU, Australia) by 

Hui Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. for assessing the students’ Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card as a University Card. After performing 1st order Factor Analysis on the collecting 
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data from TarbiatModares University (TMU, Iran) some of the incompetent and unfit 

questions were eliminated.  

So, the suggestion for future research in this regard especially in Iranian 

Universities is that those questions have to be adjusted or deleted accordingly. The 

problem may have come from the Iranian Universities’ culture or environment, which is 

obviously different from Australia or Singapore.    

In the next stage, after conducting 2nd order Factor Analysis on the extracted 

factors from the 1st stage, it appears that those 18 factors result in five major Constructs. 

So the nine constructs of the original model were merged into five major constructs. 

According to students’ feedback while performing the data collection and also by 

consultation with experts we choose the names that were mentioned in previous 

chapters.Image, Compatibility and Triability stayed untouched but RelativeAdvantage 

and Visibility from the original model were merged together. RelativeAdvantage is 

defined as “The level to which an innovation is superior to the technology it is replacing 

“, means the advantages and benefits of Smart Card technology with comparison to its 

forefathers such as Magnetic Stripe Cards. Meanwhile the Visibility is defined as 

“Visibility of the innovation, the people using it, and the results”, means the distinct and 

seeable results and advantages of Smart Card used as UniversityCardby the students of 

TMU. In this due the overall name chosen for this major construct is Relative Advantage 

and its Impression on Academic Users.  

Also Ease of use, Resultdemonstrability, Information and Perceivedusefulness 

were joined together. As all of these constructs were related to conceptual viewpoint of 

Smart Card technology and the students’ perception about it, so we choose the name of 

Perception of Smart Card Concept. 

In continuation of Exploratory Factor Analysis the Structural Equation Modeling 

was performed for the purpose of Confirmatory Factor Analysis on the Explored Model. 

CFA results showed that Compatibility, Relative Advantage and its Impression on 
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Academic Users and Perception of Smart Card Concept possessed significant effect on 

strengthening the TMU students’ Intention to Adopt Smart Card as a University Card. 

Among these constructs the Relative Advantage and its Impression on Academic Users 

has the most significance in forming the Intention to Adopt. It appears that; Relative 

Advantages of University Smart Card and its future visibility or Impression has the most 

important role in encouraging the students to Adopt.  

In the other handImage and Triabilityhave no significant impact on Intention to 

Adopt Smart Card among TMU students. These results show that; Iranian culture that 

was somehow represented by Image has got nothing to do with the students Intention to 

Adopt Smart card. So, as a suggestion it seems that among the Iranian students the 

Perception of the prestige and value attributed to culture in relation to the use of 

University Smart Card is not something important or at least homogeneous.  

Also the Triability which is an index for the users’ familiarity or their previous 

experiences with the similar technology has got no significant effect on their Intention to 

Adopt. According to my feedbacks from the students during data collection the main 

reason may be the users’ bad experience with ATM and magnetic stripe cards. Not 

having an efficient ATM network regarding their maintenance and repair, the prolix and 

inefficient procedure for reissuing the card and particularly the bad point of view of 

people regarding the Petroleum Smart Card in Iran may be possible reasons for 

ineffectuality of Triability. 

5.2.2 Suggestions regarding the 2nd group hypotheses 

As it was explained in chapter four, the second group hypotheses consists of 

Friedman test for ranking Image and Compatibility features, ANOVA test for comparing 

the five constructs of model regarding Age and Computer Experience, Independent 

Samples T-test for comparing the five constructs according to Gender and One-Sample 

T-test for five Constructs of the Explored model.  
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5.2.2.1 One-Sample T-test regarding five constructs of Explored 
model 

According to this test the only unsuited construct which itsμ was less than 3 was 

Triability. The outcome is quite reasonable, because the Smart Card Technology is 

something new in Iran and except the Petroleum Smart Card and some minor Bank Cards 

that are also new, the majority of people is not familiar with this new technology and 

hasn’t got the chance to experience it.  

5.2.2.2 Independent-Samples T-test for comparing the five 
constructs according to Gender  

The outcome of this test demonstrates that Gender doesn’t affect any of the 

constructs except Triability, which the Females are more concerned about it than Males. 

5.2.2.3 ANOVA test for comparing the constructs regarding Age 
and Computer Experience  

Analysis Of Variance indicates that Age of Computer Experience doesn’t 

influence any of constructs except Triability. The results show that Triabilitymay a 

positive relationship with Age and Computer Experience. The reason could be as simple 

as that; the more mature and knowledgeable about technology the students are, the more 

they might have experienced the Smart Card technology or be familiar with it.   

5.2.2.4 Friedman test 

This test ranked the features of Compatibility and Image as it was explained in 

figure 79 and 80. It gives a brief portfolio about the most important and the insignificant 

components, the firstand last priorities to be included in University Smart card, with 

reference to TMU Students’ point of view. 
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5.2.2.5 Intention to Adopt University Smart Card Rate 

The results from the explored model with five constructs show that the score for 

Intention to Adopt University Smart Card with consideration of Model and its constructs 

score was 3.577 while; 

1. Strongly Disagree 

2. Disagree 

3. No Idea 

4. Agree  

5. Strongly Agree 

Also the outcome of the specific question regarding the students’ attitude toward 

University Smart Card showed that 97% of TMU Students think that there are 

needs for Smart Card in TarbiatModaresUniversity environment and only 3% of 

TMU students opposed against the University Smart Card.  

5.3Contribution  

Our research presents important theoretical and practical contributions. On the 

theoretical side, we provide a modified model for measuring the Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card in Iran based on the results from TarbiatModares University (TMU, Iran) regarding 

the University Smart Card. The modification was done on the model which Hui Min Lee, 

Wing Cheng et al. (2003) were used in an identical research done in Nanyang 

Technological University (NTU, Singapore) and Murdoch University (MU, Australia). 

On the practical side, our empiricalresults provide a better understanding of the 

basicconstructs and their relative importance in forming the Intention to Adopt Smart 

Card in Iranian Universities. 
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5.4 Implications 

5.4.1 Implications for Theory 

The aim of this research was to identify the Intention to Adopt University Smart 

Card and its different influencers by applying the existing theories. The one which is used 

here is a combination of well-known theory (technology acceptance model (TAM) 

(Davis, Bagozzi et al. 1989), Diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers 2003) and PCI 

model (Moore and Benbasat 1991)) which was used in three other researches, one of 

them is to identical to our research (Aubert and Hamel 2001; Plouffe, Vandenbosch et al. 

2001; Hui Min Lee, Wing Cheng et al. 2003). First of all, applying this model inIran, 

specifically in University environment, was something that didn’t happen before. The 

research findings proved that some modifications have to be madeon the model affiliated 

to Iranian culture or universities environment.  

5.4.2 Implications forManagers 

As mentioned before, Smart card Technology is used in a wide range of industries 

worldwide to support access, identity, payment and other applications.Oberthur Card 

Systems, one of thelargest smart card manufacturers,predicts that the smart card will 

becomea mainstay of American wallets in 2008.Notes Oberthur’sUS CEO Martin 

Ferenczi; “In fact, according toJupiterResearch, microprocessor chip cards arelikely to be 

in more than 75 million Americanwallets or cell phones before the end of 2008and more 

than 128 million will be incirculation by 2009.” (Currently more than200 million 

Americans carry Oberthurmagstripe cards, which don’t have a microprocessingchip, and 

many will be upgraded tocontactless cards as they are renewed.)(Card Technology 

Today, ELSEVIER)(Anonymous 2008) 

With this fast growing trend, our country has no choice other than joining this 

convoy. It is essential for Iranian Government on top of the decision pyramid and its 

former and middle managers (Industry, Banks,Universities,…)to know how and where to 
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implement this new and useful technology. Hopefully this research would be a guideline 

or a toolbox for them in order to access their needs and priorities in this path. 

Meanwhile so many sectors in Iranian Government, Industry and Banks have 

already started using Smart Card in their needed applications. The examples are: 

• Bank Cards; 

Nowadays many of Iranian banks such as;Mellat Bank, Saman Bank, Agri 

Bank and Export Development Bank of Iranare using Smart Card to 

present some of their bank services. As an example, the Saman Bank Card 

is capable ofso many tasks such as: 

o Related to more than one account 

o Compatible with ATM machines 

o  Transferring the cheques with ATM machines 

o Transferring money from your account to other accounts  

o Secure buying from POS terminals and Internet  

o Taking advantage of services provided by hotels, restaurants, travel 

agencies, health care centers and … with the use of POS terminals 

or Internet 

o The Saman Bank Card is provided in three types; Credit Card, 

Debit Card and Pre-Paid Card, each with specific characteristics 

and applications  

So from the Iranian bank managers’ point of view, the findings of this 

research could play a leading role in illumining the path through 

extending the usage of Smart Card in banking services.    

• Health Services 
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Special diseased Smart Card, health Smart Card are some of the examples 

in this field. The Iranian Social Securing Organization and Social 

Insurance Organization mainly issue these cards. Again, to gain a better 

understanding about the main factors influencing the Adoption of Smart 

Card in these fields, the finding of this research would be useful. 

• Telecommunication  

Telecommunication of Iran Company with cooperation of Semi-Conductor 

Industries of Iran Company has established SIM Cards for Mobile phones. 

• Industry 

There are some leading sectors in Iran industry that have already started 

using Smart Cards such as; Tehran Metro Card initiated by Tehran Urban 

& Suburban Railway Company, Automobile Smart Card initiated by 

IranKhodro Company. As long as there are so many potential ways and 

applications for Smart Card usage in Iranian Industry, it would be so 

helpful for managers in this field to build up a new portfolio of the 

customer expectations from Smart Card usage, by reviewing the findings 

of this study.  

Recently we have been informed that TarbiatModares University is trying to 

launch its first Smart Identification cards for university Staff and Students. As it is 

arranged with Dr. Naderi-Manesh, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs in TMU, the 

results of this research is going to be used as guideline for Smart Card implementation in 

TMU. As the results showed, 97% of TMU students think that there are needs for 

University Smart Card in TMU and the Intention to Adopt University Smart Card for 

TMU students was 3.577.  
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5.4.3 Implications for Future Research 

According to this research and also my own final goal future research could be 

done on accessing the Intention to Adopt an Electronic Identification Card on the basis of 

Smart Card in Iran. In recent years Smart Card has been used in some areas in Iran such 

as Bank Cards (MELLAT, SAMAN, and KESHAVARZI), Metro Card (TEHRAN 

METRO), Special Diseased Patients’ Smart Card (TAAMIN EJTEMAEE Institution) and 

IranKhodro Smart Card. Future research could be done on accessing the Smart Card 

Adoption in any of the above-mentioned areas.  

5.5 Limitations 

The limitations for present research are that; 

In view of the fact that our time and resources were limited,  

• Our sample was just TarbiatModares University, not all Iranian 

Universities. 

• Our main focus was University Smart Card, not all other applications for 

Smart Card 

• Our gathered data was not census data, rather it was sample data   
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Appendix A: Questionnaire 

The survey is a comparative study on smart cards in particular university applications. 

You can help in this study by consenting to complete this survey. Your response from 

participating the survey will be treated as strictly confidential. Only aggregated results will be 

published and no names or other information that might identify you will be used in any 

publication arising from the research. 

 

A Smart Card is a standardize card (86mmx54mm, Thickness 0.8mm) with an 

embedded microchip that contains information, is capable of storing significant amounts of 

data and performing basic computing operations. Examples are telephone card, access 

cards, student cards, library cards, bankcards, and credit cards.  

 

 
 
1. What is your gender? 

 Male  Female 
 
2. Which of the following categories describes your age? 

 Under 17  17-19  20-22  23-25 over 25 
 
3. How many years have you used a computer? 

 Less than 1  1-2  3-4    5-6 over 6 
 

4. Listed below are key user acceptance criteria for a university smart card. Please indicate 
the extent to which you accept or reject each statement by circling your response.  

       Strong Reject→       Strongly Accept 

a. Availability 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Suitability 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Clarity 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Self-descriptiveness (easy to understand & use) 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Conformity to User Expectations 1 2 3 4 5 

54mm (2.13 inches) 

Thickness 

0.8 mm 

(0.032 inches) 

85 mm (3.35 inches) 

Smart Card Standard Dimensions
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f. Controllability 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Data Protection 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Alternative Methods (retain existing services) 1 2 3 4 5 
i. Communication  1 2 3 4 5 
j. Flexibility 1 2 3 4 5 
k. Reliability 1 2 3 4 5 
 

5. Listed below are statements regarding the advantages of having a university smart card. 
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of these statements by 
circling your response.  

 Strongly Disagree   →      Strongly Agree          
a. Improved students registration process 1 2 3 4 5 

b. Simplified issuing of cards 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Reduced card-issuing cost 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Improved building access and security 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Accurate recording of student attendance and progress 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Up-to-date access to financial information 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Student self-management (control over data, privacy issues) 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Improved services (faster speed, convenience, security) 1 2 3 4 5 
i.  Save time 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
6. Should the following listed services be included in a university smart card? Please indicate 

the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of these statements by circling your 
response.  
 

 Strongly Disagree  →   Strongly Agree          
a. Grocery stores 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Payphones 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Petroleum and service stations 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Campus parking 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Cafeterias  1 2 3 4 5 
f. Laundromats 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Public transportation 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Casinos 1 2 3 4 5 
i. Video rentals 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Campus recreation centre and clubs 1 2 3 4 5 
k. Movies 1 2 3 4 5 
l. Pay-TV 1 2 3 4 5 
m. Health services 1 2 3 4 5 
n. Library loan service, photocopy 1 2 3 4 5 
o. Banking service (ATMs, payment transactions) 1 2 3 4 5 
p. Electronic purse (debit/credit card) 1 2 3 4 5 
q. Student/Staff identification 1 2 3 4 5 
r. Access campus building, Computer & Network Access 1 2 3 4 5 
s. Campus Vendor Machines 1 2 3 4 5 
t. University Bookshop  1 2 3 4 5 
u. Access to Guild Facilities (photocopy, café) 1 2 3 4 5 
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v. Access to personal information (enrolment, result, address) 1 2 3 4 5 
w. Student access to relevant course material 1 2 3 4 5 
x. Stored value (cash card) 1 2 3 4 5 
y. Off-campus Internet access 1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 
7. Listed below are statements about the advantage of smart card in general besides a 

university smart card. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of 
these statements by circling your response.  

 Strongly Disagree   →      Strongly Agree              

a. Simplified issue of cards 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Reduced card-issuing cost 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Improved building access and security 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Accurate recording of personal information 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Up-to-date access to financial information 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Self-management 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Improved service (faster speed, convenience, security) 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Electronic purse 1 2 3 4 5 
i. Save time 1 2 3 4 5 

 
8. Please indicate your preference based on the listed features that should be included on a 

university smart card.  
 LowPreference     →Strong Preference              

a. Image of the card holder 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Family name of card holder 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Given name of the card holder 1 2 3 4 5 
d. Student Number (unique number) 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Date of Birth 1 2 3 4 5 
f. Guild Expiry Date 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Enrolment Date 1 2 3 4 5 
h. Recreation centre expiry date 1 2 3 4 5 
i. Student status (full-time, part-time, undergraduate,    
postgraduate) 

1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
9. What do you usually spend on in university? (Tick as many as required) 

 Photocopying  Transportation  Public telephone  Cafeteria 
Bookshop  Vendor Machines  Computer & Network Access 
Self Service         Others ___________________________________ 

 
10. On average, how much do you usually spend on university expenses each month?  (please 
 specify the estimated amount in dollars) 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
11. What have you used smart card for? (Tick as many as required) 

Petroleum Card   Metro Card  Bankcard  Visa card 
 Health Care card    
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12. How many smart card(s) do you hold? (please specify the exact number) 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
13. How long have you used smart card(s)? (please specify in months) 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
14. On average, how much do you spend on your smart card(s) each month? (please specify   the 

estimated amount in dollars) 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
15. Do you think there are needs for smart card in university environment? 

 Yes  No 
 
 
 

Thank you for participating in the survey research project.  
We appreciate your active contribution. 
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